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1. Is The Moon Really That Far Away? (6:41)

Peter Knight
Music by Peter Knight, from forthcoming album by
Way Out West (www.peterknightmusic.com)
Voice: Martin Breeze; trumpet: Peter Knight; alto
flute: Leo Dale; tenor saxophone: Paul Williamson;
dan tranh: Dyung Nguyen; percussion: Ray Pereira;
double bass: Howard Cairns; drums: Scott Lambie
Produced by Peter Knight and Ben Hurt
Recorded at Newmarket Studios by Ben Hurt, June
2002
2. The Ark (4:16)

Jo Davidson and Fiona Roake
Recorded live at 45 Downstairs, Flinders Lane
as part of a performance series Swank, 11th
August 2002
jodavo@hotmail.com
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3. Alexander Beetle (3:03)

Written by AA Milne
Performed by Emilie Zoey Baker
Music played and recorded by Quinn Stacpoole
Music recorded at Flea Circus Studios; voice
recorded at 3 RRR
Produced by Archie Cuthbertson at 3 RRR studios,
September 2002
4. How To Improve A Woman (1:56)

Gaby Bila-Gunther
Music by Zog (aka Duncan Robertson)
From the CD Off the Main
Produced by Zog (Clan Analogue) and Gaby Bila
Gunther, 2002
5. donJshutdown (1:53)

antipoet-allanboyd
September 200 2 , Perth, WA
allanboyd@bigpond.com
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6. whatever (1 :30)

Klare Lanson
Percussion: Peter Humble; bass: Nick Kallincos
Engineered and programmed by Mitch Kenny
Mixed and mastered at Studio 52, Melbourne,
January 2002
7. Departures (edit) (4:37)

Davey Dreamnation
Words and music by David Prater
8. Meaningful Relationship (0:24)

Rachel Robbins
Sound recording: The Amazing Orlando and his troupe
of Dancing Monkeys (with special thanks to DJ
Entrippy); Cyberia theme from Serial Experiments Lain
9. What Would Andy Say? (3:11)

Jeff Payton
Music by Rod Collins
Recorded and produced by Archie Cuthbertson
3 RRR studios, September 2002

10. But Brooklyn Is Home (4:12)

Eddie Patterson
Recording and editing: Jess Leski
Original music: 'MC Blues' by The Boss Trio
composed and featuring Dave Mc Evoy; Woody
Allen sound bite from Annie Hall found at
http://torp.priv.no/woody/audio; BBC Sound Effects
No 6 & 7, BBC, London; Sound Effects 7, Weesp,
Dureco
11. Here 2 Stay (3:04)

Steve 'Dezert Fish' Hodder
Recorded at GDS' Big Gaggle of Words, Newcastle,
October 2002, Newcastle Young Writers' Festival
(introduction by Adam Ford)
Engineered by Dean Winter and volunteers from
the Newcastle TAFE Music Department
12. Good Friday* (2:08)

Jess Watson
Video audio (recorded at Woomera): Stella Simmering
Congas: Charlotte McCabe; viola: Danna Stevenson
Engineered by Marine Boy
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18. Intro to Detour Extract (0:53)

13. Stereotypical Suburban Man Does Strange
Thing (2:25)
Paul Mitchell
Music by Jumbuk
Produced by Jumbuk, August 2002

Princess Kelly
Recorded 8th August, 2002 for ABC Darwin
Guitar: Tim Sinclair
Produced by Rob Smith

14. jud and dave are working the public bar (2:03)

19. Lost Train (1:19)

Justin Trey vaud
Recorded and produced by Matt Dufty at Bootfull
Audio, September 2002

15. Where Does Love Go? (2:53)

Luis Gonzalez-Serrano
Music by Ree Liddell
Recorded and produced by Archie Cuthbertson at
3RRR studios, September 2002

20. Angst• (1 :55)
Danna Stevenson
Clarinet: Alana Colton; keyboards: Kevin Jamieson
drums: Scott Mccurry; xylophone: Danna Steven
Engineered by Marine Boy

Richard Watts
Recorded and produced by Archie Cuthbertson at
3RRR studios, October 2002

16. The Reader (2:58)

Mike Ladd with Newaural Net
Keyboards: John Gray; electric guitar: Steve
Fieldhouse
Recorded by Tom Henry, Adelaide, 2002

21. Fuck Tape* (1:34)

Charlotte McCabe
Viola: Danna Stevenson
Engineered by Marine Boy

17. Khandallah (6:27)

Words by Lisa Greenaway
Music by Trevor Brown
Sounds recorded at 'Khandallah', Eden, NSW
Produced by Trevor Brown, Sydney, 2002
X

22. Sunset (5:03)
',11ndra Thibodeaux (with Ben Her)
Mu le by Ben Her ; lyrics & vocals by Sandra
l hlbodeaux
'-inx: Ben Campbell; drums: Lukas Bendel; bass:
ll n McIntyre
I ngineered by Ben Mcintyre
23. Samurai (1:37)
Crazy Elf
H corded and produced by Archie Cuthbertson at
JRRR Studios, October 2002
24. deep space song (2:08)
Clare McKay
Recorded and produced by Archie Cuthbertson at
lRRR studios, October 2002
lext previously published in mod_piece, Nov 2002.
rnurphy.clare.i@edumail.vic.gov.au
25. Lionheart (5:13)
ean M Whelan
Music by Joel Ellis
Recorded at Sweely Meaty Studios (quitlen@
hotmail.com)

26. Nice (1:20)
Louise Molloy
Recorded and produced by Archie Cuthbertson at
3 RRR studios, October 2002
27. Penguin (0:15)
Tufty the Great White Spruiker
Produced at Cracker Dawg studios
*Recorded as part of the Riffs 'n' Raves project,
Darwin, May 2002
Young writers and musicians worked with alicia
sometimes over two weekends to create and
record Riffs 'n' Raves
Full CD of recording available from NT Writers'
Centre (08) 8941 2651
Project Co-ordinator: Robyn Waite
Thanks to: Australia Council, NT Writers' Centre,
NTU School of Music (especially Lee and Toby),
Music Industry Development Inc, NT Dept of
Community Development, Sport and Cultural Affairs
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EDITORIAL (1)

Adam Ford

One of the fun things about being the editor is trying out new directions to push this crazy magazine. GOS
has always been interested in the visual side of writing, in terms of concrete poetry and such, but this issue
marks the first issue that has published a series of litcomics among the prose and poetry. "Litcomics" is a
weird name, maybe a stupid name, but it was the best we could come up with to describe what we had seen
out there in the world of Australian comic artists: artists who approach the form of comics as another branch
of literature, as capable of beauty and life-relevance as any other form of writing; artists who use comics to
say things that are as important as the stories told by what are usually considered the "traditional" literary
arts. The last year has been a watershed year for comics in Australia, with the publication of the stellar Silent
Army anthology by Express Media, inclusion of three comic artists' work in a recent issue of Meanjin and an
article in HQ raving about the heights of brilliance achieved by certain artists in the field (our erstwhile cover
artist among them, we'd like to point out with some pride; and then we'd like to continue and point out that
others similarly lauded by HQ are also included herein). We're pleased to be part of this zeitgeist, and look
forward to seeing the work of talented comic artists in the pages of GOS for a long time hence.
Staying on the topic of the visual, this issue also sees the inclusion of a manifesto by Tim Gaze, a South
Australian poet whose explorations into non-semantic writing are offered to our gentle readers along with
some of his own asemic art. And of course we continue to play host to some of the finest prose, poetry and
spoken word around. Sure, it sounds like bragging, but honestly - would we publish this stuff if we thought
it was sub-par? I don't think I really have to answer that one.
You should stop reading this now and go plunge into the rest of the book. Comics, poems, short stories,
manifestoes, spoken word ... as the great Young MC once said, "You want it, you got it. You want it, baby you
got it."
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EDITORIAL (2)

alicia sometimes

"An editor should have a pimp for a brother so he'd have someone to look up to."
- Gene Fowler
We're so glad the audio submissions have tripled. It means there are a lot of people out there. Doing it. In
their bedrooms. On their computers. In a studio. With their friends. With guitars. With sound. Getting
themselves all emotionally naked. Dripping in metaphors.
Spoken word is in no way a new art but it is progressing, moving, morphing and changing. The common
complaint when I ask a great performer to submit work is, "How do I record it?" It's getting easier. But like
all good writers who read other writers' work, you should listen to other people's spoken word. Not to
emulate it or follow it, but to inspire yourself, to challenge yourself and to develop. No-one would submit a
poem on a page that is tom, scratched and hard to read. Sound quality is so important. But we're so
tickled that there's some amazing things going on in spoken word in Australia and we're excited you
shared some of that.
"Parents still prefer their children to be taxidermists and tax collectors rather than poets."
- Charles Simic
"There are too many Whickers. •
- Terry Jones
Go grab someone's autograph, or better still pen your own signature and give it to someone you love.
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EDITORIAL (3)

Stephen Grimwade

The number of writers working outside of the commercial media cattleyards never ceases to amaze me.
Even more "surprising" is the maturity with which they're participating. The number of zines, books, CDs,
websites, plays, etc, etc hasn't stopped growing. But of course that, by itself, is not enough. Engagement
with each other is the most important thing, and it seems that the connections between various media
makers and sections of the public are growing. I believe - I hope - these networks are our strength and
our shared future. I hope we can begin to see beyond our own creative worlds to imagine ones that affect
a broader culture. And I think we can.
The forthright blossoming of our cutting edge is beginning to leave concepts such as "fringe" in the back
paddock. Every second of media time we steal from the advertisers reminds us that creativity is an
inherent drive; that ideas are shared capital and that communication is best left unimpeded.
The connection from these ideas to GDS is, I hope, simply made. We are a conduit through which much
of this energy fiows. Yes, we make some personal choices about how to best capture modem literary
creation (and what excites us), but this is an inherent part of such creation.
I'm proud and blown away by what we've all created in this issue, and would especially like to thank my
two co-editors for doing such a wonderful job. I'm very excited by the litcomics that broaden our poetic
licence, and am intrigued by how the CD and books have morphed once more. I hope we've refiected the
state of contemporary writing as much as it's possible. If not, only the writers among you can change that,
so send us your stuff. Otherwise, thanks to all of you for creating this experience.
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I hi Volume Of Going Down Swinging Would Not Have Been
Possible Without The Generous Assistance Of:
11 1 ,1111 111, FIona Beckwith, and everyone at Arts Victoria; Archie Cuthbertson, Kath Leich and everyone
,1 I I ',lr v, Kitto and the BPA Print Group; the Dennis Jones gang; Kirsteene Luhrmann; the Victorian
,11 1 ' 1 , 111!1 posse; Fenella Kernebone at JJJ; special thanks to Adam Dempsey and everyone at DEX
1 It 11111/Aud o; Kylie, Shane, Allan and Daniel at the NYWF; Kerry Watson at RRR, Rachel at 4m and
II 1111,1 Ill I 01110 at 2SER; George Dunford, Craig Garrett, Ali Arnold and Dora Katiforis; Peter Savieri; Hugh
I 111il 1 I 111 Nova Cinemas crew; Johnno Bing, Kelly-Lee Hickey, Paul Mitchell, Jo Davidson, Susan Paterson,
r� ,1 , h Cho, Jeff Payton, Rod Collins, Crazy Elf and Pepito; Robyn Waite & the NT Writers' Centre; Justin
11d lh <. lrom mod_piece; Lyn Boughton, Louise Craig, Carol Carter, Nolan Tyrrell, Grant Caldwell, Lauren
WIiii 1111 , K vln Brophy and Myron Lysenko; Bob Holman, John Kinsella, lvor lndyk and of course YOU, you
,1 i lov ,bi "I like GDS so much that I'm buying one for every crater on the dark side of the moon" kook!

Content & value, quarterly.
"The most exciting in its field" The Australian• "Uncomfortable food for thought" Sydney
Morning Herald •"A blunt challenge to the Australian media" The Age• "A journal ofvariety,
ideas, opinion and heart" Canberra Times • "In its combination ofliterary quality and intelligent
ideas, overland is a rare delight" • Michael Wilding, Fellow, Australian Academy ofthe Humanities
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NEW IDEAS NEW WRITING
NEW VISTAS

ABR is essential reading for anyone interested in Australian
writing. Edited by Peter Rose, ABR offers cogent essays and

reviews on Australian literature and society, written by our
finest critics. The magazine also contains diaries, travel
writing, and new poetry and fiction. Subscribe now!
ONE YEAR Individuals: $63.50 Concessions: $52.00
TWO YEARS Individuals: $117.00 Concessions: $93.00
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mod_piece is a monthly anthology of poetry, short story, rants,
raves, drawings, photography and artwork.
it showcases writers and artists, young or old, new or established,
published, exhibited, known or not, in the magazine and at the
launch on the first wednesday of every month, where you can see
spoken word, poetry, dance, music, and almost anything Imaginable.
for more information about submission, or just general enquiries
email: the_mod_piece@hotmail.com
publication... we got your piece right here
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Joy

Peter O'Mara

This morning, I awoke with
a small bird in my mouth
& the sky like a tall
box in my head.
The world, although not
completely round,
appeared to be floating.
I ate 3 clouds for breakfast.

1

Confidences

Andrew Morgan

"I feel like I can trust you," Jocelyn says.

He glances at her, sees the faint blush and the smile, and feels a surge of hope.
"I think you can."

They are sitting opposite each other in his living room. The afternoon spent cooking
and tidying has already been more than justified. In fact he can't help feeling rather
houseproud. The jar of daisies on the coffee table was a nice touch. Of course the
place is a little cramped, but what do you expect.
"Why shouldn't you?" he adds daringly.

"Why should I?" Jocelyn counters, shifting further back in her armchair and resuming
her customary thoughtful frown. "Just because I feel as if you're one of the few people I
can relate to in the way people ought to relate to each other . . . "

He wants to tell her he too has felt their strange mutual understanding. It's not that he is
on bad terms with the others in their office. He knows the right tone to take, the right
subjects to confine himself to, and this facility has even made him a favourite with
several of the other girls and earned the jocular envy of certain male colleagues. But in
J ocelyn he had sensed something else. Not right away - she was so good at
camouflaging herself within the pale hair and dark-framed spectacles. But gradually he
had begun to catch glimpses of something else. And when some of the other girls
ridiculed her behind her back, he'd found himself unaccountably lurching to her
defence.
2

She tilts her head. "But maybe that's just a ploy. How can I be sure you're not just a
smooth operator?"

For the first time that evening he finds himself tongue-tied, despite, or perhaps because
of the understanding that she is teasing. That it is patently obvious he could never be a
smooth operator.

In the awful stillness she changes position again in the armchair; he glances, dry
mouthed, at the clock. Nearly eight-thirty. Half an hour since they finished dessert - the
chocolate mud muffins that would have prompted any other girl he knew to make some
comment about calories and the naughtiness of it.
"Is there something else you need to be doing?" she prompts, suddenly serious. "I
suppose it's getting on, isn't it."

She is reaching for her small black leather bag beside the chair. She can't leave yet.
But he mustn't appear desperate. She would draw her own conclusions and that would
be the end of it.
He wills himself to smile. "Was I checking the time? Sorry, it's just a . . . a foible." Then
matter-of-factly: "I don't have anything else. But if you're in a hurry."

"No, not at all." After the briefest of hesitations she leans back once again, a little more
stiffly.

He had not anticipated how difficult this might be. Conversation has always come
naturally in her presence. And he doesn't want it to be forced, like it is with others. So
he says the first thing that pops into his head: "I've been thinking . . . quite a bit . . . about
what you said the other day."
3

Instantly he is sure it's the wrong thing. He doesn't want to appear presumptuous.
Doesn't want her to regret taking him into her confidence. Though she didn't make a big
deal of it, it must have taken courage to talk about her upbringing - strictly religious, her
father a church minister - and the feeling of dirtiness that developed into an obsessive
compulsive disorder during adolescence. He hadn't known how to respond at the time.
Now her attention is almost unbearable, though it is the only thing he wants. And the
words keep coming.
"Did you know that Carl Jung, the psychologist, had a similar background to yours? He
came from a family of ministers: his father, one of his grandfathers and about half-a
dozen uncles. And do you know what one of his formative experiences was, as a
child?" (Does his voice really sound that breathless?) "He imagined a cathedral, and in
the sky above was God, sitting on His golden throne. And from the bottom of the throne
came this enormous turd, which fell onto the cathedral roof and destroyed it."
Jocelyn's eyes seem to shrink behind the thick lenses like zoo animals retreating to the
back of their cage. She laughs quickly. " Weird."

He nods. "Jung was terrified at first. Though he wasn't the first to think of it. It's an old
debate. If God created man in His image, and man has a digestive tract and an anus . . . "
"Oh yes, he's the filthiest of all." Jocelyn hunches forward, looking very uncomfortable
now, fingers interlocked over her knees.

"Actually, the way Jung finally interpreted it, God wanted him to have dirty thoughts, so
he - Jung - could experience the joy of being forgiven." But he can no longer
remember where all this was heading. And at that moment Jocelyn almost leaps from
her chair.
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"I'm not running away. I just have to use the toilet. All this talk . . . Through here?"
"First on the right."

She exits and he turns the radio down. Then he wanders over to the bookcase - as
near to the door as he dares. Extracting a volume from the shelf he lets it fall open at
random, his entire attention focused on listening.

Hearing nothing, he starts to panic. What if he'd got the mixture wrong? What if she
was seriously ill? Surely not. He had experimented upon himself until he was certain of
exact quantities and effects. And then lowered the dose as much as practicable to
compensate for her smaller body mass. But what if she's suffering some sort of allergic
reaction?
The thought of harm coming to her nauseates him. He will wait another thirty seconds,
then knock and if there is no reply he will burst in, and confess . . . What? That he'd
mistaken the ingredients? That it was a stupid practical joke?
Blessed be Fybogel, Laxettes and coffee - so reliable, so readily available.

The splash, though decorous, carries unmistakably. Like a lithe body breaking the
surface of a swimming pool. He closes his eyes, savouring the feathery shiver between
his shoulder blades. His knees are unsteady with relief and rising excitement.
Perspiration slides from his underarms to his elbows.

By an astonishing feat of self-mastery he opens his eyes and realises he is holding the
medical encyclopaedia, which has opened at the accustomed page.
He knows it by heart:

5

. . . about 100 to 1 80 gm are excreted by a human adult daily. Normally, faeces are
made up of 75 percent water and 25 percent solid matter. About 30 percent of the solid
matter consists of indigestible food matter such as cellulose; about 30 percent consists
of dead bacteria; 10-20 percent of cholesterol and other fats; 10-20 percent of such
inorganic substances as calcium phosphate and iron phosphate; and 2-3 percent is
protein. Cell debris shed from the mucous membrane of the intestinal tract also passes
in the waste material, as do bile pigments (bilirubin) and dead leukocytes (white blood
cells). The brown colour of faeces is due to the action of bacteria on bilirubin, which is
the end product of the breakdown of haemoglobin (red blood cells). The odour of
faeces is caused by the chemicals indole, skatole, hydrogen sulfide, and mercaptans,
which are produced by bacterial action.

How could anyone find such a thing repugnant? When viewed objectively, in the proper
scientific terms and without the childish sniggering, how could the subject evoke
anything but fascination?

These questions, so often formulated, strike him as entirely reasonable. But he does
not fool himself. His own viewpoint is far from objective and though he applauds the
enlightened impartiality of science he would never desire it for himself. He much prefers
the magic of shit. He can feel its tentacles even now reaching from the base of his
skull, encircling his brain like cables of live electricity.

The whisper of tearing toilet paper breaks the spell. The encyclopaedia snaps shut in
his hand as if it were spring-loaded, with a detonation that brings every cell in his body
to a simultaneous halt. Stuffing the volume back into place, he tells himself to get a
grip.

The rattle of the button is followed by a sigh of water, quickly curtailed. It happens twice
more.
6

Jocelyn calls, "Your toilet doesn't seem to be working."

"Again?" Exasperated but good-humoured, he reminds himself. "I swear it's got a mind
of its own. "
He arrives at the toilet door as she opens it. They are standing almost face to face in
the tiny hallway. And as she understands his intention to enter, her expression stiffens.
"Please don't worry about it. I'll try again later."

One more step and he will be close enough to see into the scrubbed porcelain bowl.
Already he can smell it. The chemicals indole, skatole, hydrogen su/fide and
mercaptans. Instantly recognisable, but faintly exotic too. Her scent.
It is enough for now; he is almost deliriously happy. And she is obviously
uncomfortable.

"Sure, no worries." He backs into the living room, casting about, en route to his
armchair, for an innocuous direction in which to draw the conversation. But Jocelyn is
quicker.
"So Jung decided that God wants us to be bad so He can forgive us? You believe
that?"

There is a note of challenge in her voice. Does she suspect? Has she realised
somehow, in spite of all his precautions? No, surely not even she ... It wasn't the sort of
thing that would cross any normal person's mind.
"Well, as a metaphor -"
7

Jocelyn sighs. "You are an innocent. What if you don't want forgiveness? There are
things I consider unforgivable, and if God is happy to forgive them I'd rather not be
involved at all."

"What do you mean?"

" Forget it. You don't really want to know. "

"I want to know."

Her eyes have become minuscule. "Okay. Something I consider unforgivable. When I
was about ten or eleven, I noticed my father's behaviour becoming more and more
distant around me. We'd never been that close, our family was too uptight. But this was
different, like he didn't want to know me. Like he was afraid of me.
"I mentioned it once to mum. She said he just had a lot on his mind, doing the Lord's
work. It made me sad, but I accepted it. I figured God wouldn't let anything happen that
wasn't meant to happen.

"Then one night, after mum had tucked me in and turned out the light, dad came into
my room. He hadn't come in to say goodnight for months. I was happy, but confused as
well. He seemed so distracted, it was as if he hardly even noticed I was there. I asked if
anything was wrong. He told me yes, and that I could help make it better. I was so keen
to help him. All I could think of were those adventure stories where the young heroine
saves her whole family and they're grateful forever. Afterwards my father acted the
same as before. But every so often he would come at night again , needing my help."
She pauses and looks down at her hands fidgeting like small animals in her lap.
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"Those were the only times I ever saw the gentle, vulnerable side of him again. And
though I could see that he despised himself for it, he never made me feel like I was at
fault. What he did was despicable, but I can forgive him.

"But my mother . . . Every time it happened, she'd be especially nice to me the next day.
Buy me treats: lollies, a book, new clothes. But sometimes she'd get in a bad mood and
then she'd scream at me that I was a dirty sinful girl. Unclean. I guess that's how the
obsessive-compulsive disorder started. Eventually word got around at school that I was
always washing my hands. The counsellor referred me to a shrink and my parents had
to come in for an interview. I 'm sure the shrink suspected but I was careful not to
mention anything that might give us away. I listened to what she said though, and it
helped me kick the hand-washing habit.

"Mum never said anything about it afterwards. That's when I stopped feeling guilty
about hating her and realised I'd never forgive her. You know it's strange." Her voice is
lighter now. "For years I've imagined telling someone about this. But I always thought
I'd end up i n hysterics or something."
"You're incredibly brave," he says, aware of how inadequate the words are.

Jocelyn shrugs. "I was worried you'd freak - or think I was a freak - when you found
out. But I had to ... What are you looking so happy about?" she demands, grinning
shyly.
He shakes his head. "I am happy. I'm happy you trusted me."

"What was it that made me decide to trust you?"

"Other than the obvious fact that I 'm a trustworthy guy?"
9

"Do you trust me?"

"I do." He says it without hesitation.

"Prove it. Tell me something."
"Like what?"

"How should I know? Something you wouldn't tell someone you didn't trust absolutely."
He clears his throat. "But I'm just an average fella."

"Sure," Jocelyn pouts. "There has to be something."

Time slows down. He is blushing. There are other things he could tell her, apart from
the one he knows he must never mention. But for the first time he begins to wonder.
Could he, somehow ... ? There will never be another such opportunity. He has been
granted an amnesty and if the secret remains unspoken it will become unspeakable,
too vast to ever be broached. He will always feel it there. She may too.

He wouldn't be asking her to take part. He understands: it's not something most people
are comfortable with. Though if she wanted to, if she did ... Once more he feels the
pressure mounting in the base of his skull, more irresistible than ever.
He clears his throat a second time. Jocelyn raises an eyebrow.

"I guess I do . . . I have . . . "

The words are bricks in his mouth. He gathers himself for another attempt.
10

"Objectively, if you look at it in proper scientific terms ... "
No, it will never work.

Jocelyn smiles hurriedly. "It sounds complicated."
"Actually, it's quite simple."

And then he is across the living room, in the hall, opening the door on the right. Behind
him he can hear her asking in a worried tone if he is all right. He switches on the light
and leaves the door open. He approaches the bowl.

Beneath a diaphanous veil of paper, it floats demurely. Chocolate brown, the shape of a
half-formed horseshoe. He reaches down and plucks it out. It is still firm and faintly
warm. He is overwhelmed by desire, exultant. He turns.

Jocelyn stands in the doorway, where he had stood earlier. Their positions are
reversed. Except that he is holding a turd - her turd - in his right hand.
Her expression slides from concern to confusion to a kind of comprehension.

"Oh God." Her hands clasp and wring each other.

Before he can speak she is gone. He hears the slap of the black leather bag against
the side of the armchair, the metallic chatter as she fumbles with the front lock. And
finally, the door thudding shut.

The turd, seventy-five percent water, begins to ooze between his clenched fingers. He
turns again and drops the thing back into the bowl. A few nuggets cling then detach and
fall. Swallowing a sob, he stares down at the mangled remains. Then he reaches out
11

with his clean hand towards the dull metal button on the cistern . Eyes shut, he jabs his
thumb forward, pushes the button all the way in, holding it down ruthlessly.

A disconsolate burble, subsiding within moments. He'd forgotten the intake valve,
jammed with the kitchen plug. He opens his eyes. The desecrated turd is still there and
he is disturbed to note that even now it still exerts an undeniable fascination.

He stands there knowing he will not be forgiven. Knowing from now on they will behave
in each other's presence like strangers.
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orbital decay

paul a. skec

our satellites
orbit the kitchen table
they dance around us
like stars do in the cartoons
just after a heavy object has landed on yr head
bounce around our house
the solar system
living galaxies ov dna following erratic paths
swayed
by minute gravitational fluctuation
space junk
history - chance - genetyx
manifest made
consuming
all in their path
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You \isten to it an the time.

�

-

-

�------------------

Less compl icated.

\'ou like to think of it as the recent past.

you like to escape lhe pr�sent.

B l ue Notes

Lorin Ford

1.
blue heaven malteds
and the jukebox pulses

outside
a white-walled Ford
pumps heartbeats
our small town's shrunk
like
last year's school clothes

we're
splitting seams
we're
bursting through

in the next booth
smooth-faced
incendiary boys
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2.
love's
summer:
the high
blue sky
's a veil
shot
with gold
in the
orchard
leafshadows
are
(quickly) lightfish
falling
as I fall
as I
(lightly) fall
as I
shed my
sharp and armoured heroines
as I hear my name
as you call me home
as I fall
as all must
(ever) fall
into your ocean
eyes
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3.
Picasso's
solitary
blue woman:
the thin backbone
the sharp curve
of shoulders
submitting now to
absence
(an ice-blue accretion)
it all abstracts to
crushed astringent light
distance thickening

4.
oxygen:
the blue tides
breathing
the sea's lungs
filling
the blue peace
washing
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comm uters
Rick Taylor

What she cares less about
could fill a day, a subway car, crowded out
with hate, with elbows
jostling.

The 5 pm men, they tweak a little in her ears
talk about design
theirs, a melancholy
creeping.

Some hiss sleepy metal thoughts, the now mind
getting as to home, dogs, children
run scissors
through with dreams.
She is watched by those who have eyes,
takes her stop, she
hits the ground
running.

(. _

5
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Try Hard

Sean M Whelan

He's teaching bears BMX tricks.
Bears are tough - that's T-U-F-F tough and they never wear helmets,
but when they come off the wrong end of a 360-degree turn
they'll bleed like any other animal.

He's teaching goldfish the gentle art of judo.
Goldfish are dumb and only ever remember
the last five minutes of their lives,
so he has to teach them the same moves over and over again.

He's teaching parrots ballroom dancing.
Parrots aren't comfortable in clothes and they're quick to point out that
they can fly, which makes dancing (on the ground)
look pretty lame in comparison.

He's teaching llamas how to write love songs.
Llamas know nothing about melancholic chord changes
and the agony of unrequited love.
Llamas are always in love and have never yearned for anything.
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He's teaching monkeys how to steal cars that will take him to your door.
The monkeys can break in okay, no problem,
but their little legs can't reach the pedals, so they're always left
grinning like idiots and holding the bag when the cops arrive.
He's running out of monkeys prepared to be his patsy.
Meanwhile, he's trying to break into every room in your heart
using only a pen, a microphone and a fresh pair of underwear.
He's the worst damn thief you ever saw in your life.
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My Friends : the Cat a nd the Sky

Anna Daly

Down by one orange grove, three naked kittens scratch with palsy in our dirt.
- His has been a fine summer, so far.

Our sky is grey, the air is sticky. We've been coming here a long time.
They lifted this one kitten, leg stretched in some vague fear.

"Not for you! Not for you!" Us warns the other.

"We know." They say. "We're just playing."

They mimics that tone when Us has The Kitten ,
"Not for you."
"Not for you."

Across our sticky sky hanging drab across the earth, over tin sheds and some of that
machinery. No thing so bright as orange should be growing here. Us and They, all
poisoned by the mountains standing gloomy, blocking the sun from our world.
We smell cooking.
Mum; there is Mum, Us and They (or Them).

Cooking, good cooking, some food and an oven.
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This poverty is some disaster. It grins and bears our hatred of this filth.

Our bedroom sleeps us on a semi-trailer deck - one shed to build my life in.
If we are poor, let Us be poor correctly.

They is pretty with her Alice-banded head.

Us wears one pair of wide-legged pants; our legs are like sausages and the boy across
the road will sleep with them. Our boy likes the Us clothes, but will not hold
conversation in the schoolyard. When we were smaller, Us was still bigger, bigger than
the They girls, never fitting in teenager's clothes, tight, cheap and transparent. Our boy
was caught by us hiding in our truck shed.
"They really FUCK. ME. OFF." This was The Parents.

We nodded from the deck but our eyes, they were not focused.
This boy said, with looks at our book,
"Great, uh, place."

We said, all clever,

"Existentialism,"

holding up one book with that word on its sweatshirt.

(Colcain has new cars: this boy would never comprehend a second-hand existence.
Poverty embarrasses, more so those not-poor. )
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A coal seam sparkles; that is us we are sharing now. Us and Colcain share this same
bed where the boy takes only minutes, and says,
"You didn't move much."

Sad blushing, an ember and the hardness turns to ash.

We know now to smile and to bravely kiss those lips just once.

A kitten was dirty with fleas and worms. Us to the grove, sickly bright in its orange
rotting citrus and its small creatures scatty, scary and wild. Tin sheds surround all that
machinery where no food grows, no life grows, no smell grows, no fungus. No
cockroach survived this new cleared explosion.

Our boy came from across the road to share once again the poorness of this barn.
"Your parents," he said.

"Don't they worry for you here?"

Out here, our head was shaking. No longer did it matter who might care or not.

This hand I hold before me was held softly once.

"Lovely hands," said our boy, rolling over for one kiss.

"Who's your bestfriend?" whispered the boy, into the dusk wind. We told him it was
They.
"Might I be . . . one day?"
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That whisper bounced and bounced.

"Maybe," we replied with knowing that our heart was in it only.

That kitten's ears were fabric diamonds, unbelievably stupid and precious. Our sky was
grey again, with the air hot and heavy.
Mum said, "You're getting too old to play like them. Let's make a skirt together."

And The Teacher said we had no friends.

"It's all right," we told them, courage fuelled by burning diamonds. Looking at the pretty
girls, the little girls; they're playing in the sand.

To our shed and there the cat. We tucked it in our jumper. Even moving, we were cold
again, wishing we were home again, even when it's here.

Our shed is tin; the little girls play. Some touch tongues saying lines from the TV.
"I love you Samantha. Never, ever leave me."

"Flash, oh Flash." Small faints from tiny saints.

The one cat and Us or We, walked along the grove, even with the dusting air, even with
our damping earth. Orange in this dirty place rings false like6plastic fruit in-------heaven.

A little cat jumps down from me, on tipping toes runs like a Gheetah, crumbling doWI")'
the furrows. Our sun made for the sky, it set, a medium blue� car-sat on a
fencepost and guarded the dusk from this fortress. We sat k owingly, furrow dirt 1''
crumbling on the haunches of our pants. It licked its paws as a ski ny farm-carmight.
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Forecast

Martin Bennett

Her body a barometer
Sweating fragrant silver,
The prospect of balmy weather
Plus scattered thunder showers ahead:
Thus meteorology turns Kamasutra,
Landmass contracts to a single bed.

6'.,___ __
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G irl Meets Boy
Ivy Alvarez

I have a lock on my chest, she said,
pulling out a rusted key from nowhere
unbuttoned her front
unlocked her breasts

they swung open like a medicine cabinet
revealed the glassy gleam of tubes
veins, pulsings and fluids

in the middle, a small surprise
all lit up like a jackpot
her modest, glistening heart

he took her key and held her breasts
swung them inwards and locked her up
Please, he said, handing the key to her
It's not the time. We're having dinner
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Cold Collation

Prasenjit Maiti

You and me in Paradise while my salad days fornicate in Calcutta, my days and ways
being served as funky platters of crab casserole, ecstatic white steam sizzling and blue
skies burning in agony . . . We know ice tea to induce quickies so we squeeze green
lemons like cruelty, discard white and yellow pips like disdain, Do Not Disturb signs
hanging frayed and loose across our Anniversary Suite, the AC hums like sex as wine
glasses crash against wine glasses and the blue smoke of ciagarettes . . . You and me in
Paradise while our gay salad days make hay in Calcutta, your rightful place in the sun
hanging loose like my destiny and precarious like dollops of ice cream, you scream, I
scream, we all scream for ice cream!
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Asem ic Writi ng & Art: a new stream of cu lture
Tim Gaze

The quest to express the difficult things inside me has led me from conventional prose
to experimental prose, experimental poetry and now to a form of experimental
calligraphy that I term "asemic writing".

The word "asemic" was taught to me by an American poet, Jim Leftwich. In discussing
a tendency in contemporary experimental poetry, he commented that the most radical
poets are heading towards an "asemic" text: that is, a text with no semantic information,
yet in some sense still a text.

There exists a range of work which can be described as part of an asemic tradition.

The artist and poet Henri Michaux produced intuitive ink drawings, some of which
resemble handwriting. His "mouvements" (published in Face aux Varrous, Gallimard,
1 954) are a good example of this. Many of his poetry books contain these images.

One of the founders of the CoBrA movement, the poet C hristian Dotremont, invented a
style of illegible calligraphy which he termed "logogrammes". He wrote words, but was
concerned only for the energy of the brushstrokes, and the possibility of beauty, rather
than legibility. For someone with no knowledge of French his works have the same
effect as if they were deliberately asemic. A large collection of logogrammes was
published in Logbook (Yves Riviere, 1 974).
Brion Gysin and William Burroughs produced some experimental calligraphy, both with
brush and pen. Some of these are reproduced in Ports of Entry (Thames and Hudson,
1 996). Gysin combined Japanese and Arabic characters in some of his. Burroughs'
brushwork hints at letters or numerals, but is illegible.
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The African American na"ive artist JB Murray produced paintings containing "spirit
writing", a form of illegible writing that he said he received from God. He could interpret
the meaning of his writing by looking at it through a bottle of holy water. His works are
col lected in folk art museums. In the Hand of the Holy Spirit (Mercer, 2000) has
reproductions of some of his work.
Jim Leftwich, co-editor of the poetry journal Juxta, and contributor to journals such as
Lost and Found Times, has also produced much asemic work. His experimental,
illegible handwriting on pages 1 8 and 1 9 of Lost and Found Times #39 (Nov '97) was a
significant influence on how I conceived of writing, language and poetry.

The work of Cornelis Vleeskens, a Dutch-born writer, artist and poet resident in
Australia, is reminiscent of Chinese and Japanese calligraphy, as well as Michaux and
Dotremont, and is not intended to be legible.

Ken Harris, co-editor of Juxta with Leftwich, also produces much asemic work. He and
Jim have collaborated on some large format works using pen and crayon. Harris also
produces many asemic designs on index cards.

Another root of asemic writing is the style of Chinese calligraphy known as "crazy grass
style". It is the wildest style of Chinese calligraphy and is often illegible, but contains
strong emotional energy and sinuous beauty. The Bokujinkai, a group of modern (post
WW I I ) Japanese calligraphers, and the Gutai artists have also tended in this illegible
direction.

I travelled in I ndonesia in 1 998, planning to write about my experiences at length. When
I returned to Australia, my emotions were so tangled that I could not even begin to
express myself. However, I found myself making marks and doodles with pen and
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pencil . After a few months I had sufficient material to produce a four-page A4-sized
pamphlet that a lso i ncluded some work sent to me by Leftwich, and some g raffiti
inspired texta designs by a young friend, Tom van den Bok. The pamphlet was titled
asemic - volume 1 .
I n 1 999 I began to experiment with large textas, and later with a Chinese brush and ink.
My work developed. The strongest texta designs I collected in 1 st book of asemic texts.
Calling upon contacts in the visual poetry and mail art networks, I compiled a little
magazine titled asemic. Not all of the work in this first issue of the magazine is truly
asemic, but none of them is susceptible to conventional read ing tactics.
A copy of the 1 st book landed in the hands of Paul Silvia, co-proprietor of Broken
Boulder Press. He and his partner were enthusiastic to publish a chapbook of my
asemic work. I submitted a large stack of photocopies, sufficient for two volumes. The
Oxygen of Truth, volume 1 was published in July 2000, and volume 2 in January 200 1 .
In October 2000 I published asemic #2. Again, not all content is strictly asemic, but it
certainly is not legible to people who can only read the Roman alphabet. Among the
contributors is the Belgian i ntuitive artist Louise Tournay, who produces many pages of
automatic asemic handwriting.
What is asemic writing, and what is its use?
Writing does not just contain semantic information. It also contains aesthetic i nformation
(when seen as a shape or i mage) and emotional i nformation (such as a graphologist
would analyse). Because it elimi nates semantic i nformation, asemic writing brings the
emotional and aesthetic content to the foreground. By contrast, email is writing almost
devoid of aesthetic and emotional content, apart from what the semantics of the words
can convey.
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Asemic works play with our minds, enticing us to attempt to "read" them. Some asemic
works make the viewer hover between "reading" (as a text) and "looking" (as a picture).
This is a very interesting state. They form a bridge between art and writing. In Chinese
culture poetry, painting and calligraphy are deemed to be closely related art. Asemic
writing offers itself as a Western analogue.
It could be suggested that world literary culture has swung to an extreme of yang. That
is, semantic content and theories of textual interpretation. Rigid, left-brain logic is in the
ascendant. Asemic writing is a more yin form of culture: intuition, instinct, magic,
dreams, the irrational; a more fluid approach. Asemic writing says what I cannot say in
words. It seems closer to the formless void from which we humans generate our
meanings.
I'm not a scholar, just a writer and poet. These words are improvised on a Tuesday
morning to attempt to serve as an introduction to asemic writing.
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miles vertigan

he said a packet of styvos thanks and she said filter or extra mild and he said filter thanks
and thought youd think shed know by now ive been coming here for the same bloody
thing every day for the past five years and she said no problem and thought fucking
animals come in here expecting me to remember every fucking detail as if i give a shit
and she said thatll be seven ninety and thought fucking loser i cant believe he spends all
his money on this shit he may as well just commit suicide im just waiting for the day that
he starts asking for that revolting porn we got stooged into selling and he said no problem
and thought fucking robbers this bitch is nothing more than a glorified drug dealer and i
still cant believe i got stooged by those fucking cigarette companies into smoking this shit
i may as well just commit suicide and what about all that fucking porn over there does she
think i might want to buy some porn with my bread and milk and fags yeah right oh id
better get the latest issue of big juicy jugs too love cos i love to wank at the fucking
breakfast table only way to start the day you understand and she said heres your change
and thought i dont know how much longer i can keep this up dealing with scum like this
and selling all this shit sometimes i feel like im just a glorified drug and porn dealer and
he said thanks very much and have a great day and she said bye bye for now and they
both think cunt.
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Flem m i ngs
Marta Jary

On Friday night her boyfriend James says, "If you loved me you'd let me do it." She is
lying flat on her back with her feet tightly wound around the end of his bunk bed. H is
little brother is rolled on his side in the bunk above reading The Hobbit. She didn't
notice him until he laughed out loud at something or other Bilbo Baggins did. It was
only then she'd thrown a sheet over her naked bottom half. When they are in bed
together she always keeps her shirt on. If she lies flat, if she is still, her stomach only
wobbles a little above the thick line of her hip bones.

"If you love me, you'd let me do it. It's a once in a life time chance. Myra, for fuck's
sake, it's two girls. Guys spend their whole lives dreaming about that shit. There's no
way you can make me say no." She doesn't actually say anything. She sucks her
bottom lip into her mouth with a slurp and plays with the fold where the sheet meets her
black shirt. It is faded and torn in places and she thinks for a moment that it is ugly,
though not for the first time. The first time she wore it was when they took Felix to the
hospital after he'd turned up at James's place shaking and green. H is skin was the
wrong colour. It didn't move like skin was supposed to move. It didn't bounce back
when you pinched it. "My brother slammed my head in the door." Felix said this without
drama and slumped on the bunk. Myra said he must have a concussion. "I just need to
smoke a cone and I 'll be okay," he said, but he passed out before James packed him
one.

In the waiting room there was a woman sitting across from Myra who had a black eye
and broken ribs. She was looking at Myra and looking at James like she knew
something secret going on between them. Myra felt like saying out loud, fuck off, he
doesn't hit me. He just pushes me when I piss him off. It's not the same thing.
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Felix did have a concussion but he refused to stay for X-rays. Myra was secretly glad
and was already standing between the sliding doors that jerked open and closed . She
felt stupid wearing the too-tight faded Nirvana shirt with James's army shorts . She felt
ugly and too thick in the m iddle standing in the brown waiting room where everyone's
heads jerked up whenever someone else moved .
I n the car Fel ix leaned against the frame of the open window and said , "My brother
b roke his hand." His voice was hard to hear over the wind screaming through his
spongy black hair like static. "He had his hand on the door frame and he kept trying to
slam my head i n it, but it wouldn't shut because his hand was i n the way. So he kept
slamming the door harder until blood sq uirted on his face . Then he realised it was his
hand that was blocking the door. He was so fucked on coke he couldn't even feel it. It's
mushed, man, his hand. It's tota lly purple." Myra moved qu ietly around in her seat.
J ames kissed her neck. James's older brother Ethan was driving and it was him who
finally said, "Bu m mer. "
On Friday n ight she's half-naked in bed with J ames and he's explain ing t o her that this
girl he works with is willing to share her girlfriend with him for a threesome and he
absolutely can't tu rn her down. She knows she does love him and she would let him do
it, she's just angry that he never gives her a choice. His little brother leans over the end
of the bunk to ask them if they are talking about s-e-x and she screams at him to get
out of the room before the sou nd of the "x" fi nishes coming out of his mouth. "So what
does this ch ick look like?" she asks James, but he shrugs instead of answering.
Her name is R uth and she's bisexual. The term is still exotic to Myra, it's somewhere
she hasn't been . Ruth works with James at Flemmings, an about-to-shut-down grocery
store at Coogee Beach. The manager keeps throwing everyth ing out as the shelves are
stripped of rot down to their damp brown bottoms. There's a pile of old stock by the skip
bin out the back and J ames brings bits and pieces home to g ive to Myra for birthdays
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and Christmases. For Easter he gives her a huge cracked candy egg the colour of
liquid paper. The heart-shaped lolly in the middle is worn down like it'd been wet or
eaten by ants that got through the holes. She thanks him anyway.

Ruth is the weekend supervisor of Flemmings at Coogee Beach and she's 2 1 . She
wears the same scent of Impulse body spray that Myra wears. "She smells like you,"
James said once, lying in the g rass in his backyard, twirling Myra's hair. "She reminds
me of what you'd be like when you're older, except she's completely different."

"If I hurt you, will you leave me?" James says this to Myra in the doorway on the night
it's meant to happen. The threesome. Myra hates the word. Amplified by the house
that's empty and sounds hollow. James's parents are spending the weekend at their
cabin by a nudist beach. It's an exciting event this time because his brother Ethan's
girlfriend has finally agreed to go with them. Myra never would. She doesn't want to
walk around with her tits hanging out in front of James's dad. He already looks too hard
at her chest when she wears see-through hippy shirts. She knows he does this but she
still always goes into his bedroom to ask for Visine to clear her pot-red eyes before she
goes home.

"Will you leave me?" James says this but he looks distractedly over her shoulder like
right now all he cares about is getting her out before the girls get there. Myra is saying
nothing because she's scared she'll cry. The wind in the hallway is knocking the light
bulb above James's head back and forth so it's skimming him in swinging orange
streaks. He's too far in the shadows and his face looks brown or dipped in tea. She'd
come over before the girls arrived to stake her claim. She sprayed her cheap perfume
out of its thin can all over his pillow and down his bed until it was empty. So he'd
remember her. Then she remembered they smelled the same, her and Ruth. Myra's
dad, waiting in the car, keeps beeping the horn and James steps back. He grabs her
hands or maybe she grabs his. Either way she feels nothing but desperation. "Will you
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be okay?" he says again , but he's already closing the door. She nods yes but she feels
something like tearing in her stomach.

She'd had sex with James behind the front door too quickly because her dad had
already pulled up and honked the horn for her to go before they got started. On the way
home she cries in the car because their song comes on the radio on cue, like the whole
world knows what is happening tonight and wants her to feel ashamed. She does
already. Her dad notices her cheeks shining and says, "Did you two break up again?"
She doesn't know what to say so she says yes. He nods and motions for her to wind up
her window. "That's for the best," he says, and she slams her fist against the glass.

She calls James at 9 am because she knows he won't be up. The phone rings and
rings and she can hear it echoing out of the sun room and bouncing over his house in
her head. She sees James rolling over and ignoring it. She doesn't see the girls
because she wants them to be gone. The phone rings and rings and eventually she
hears Ethan's voice on the answering machine. She calls into it - pick up the phone
James! Too quietly, because she doesn't really want him to.

James calls her at 3 pm and she's in her room drun k. She tops up her mother's vodka
with water the first four times she takes a swig, but by the fifth, she just takes the bottle
upstairs with her. She giggles to herself that her breath smells like nail polish remover.
She breathes into her hand and lets the hot acetone poison her through her nose. She
can't stop doing it even though the phone is ringing. Her father calls out that it's for her.
She huffs her own stink again and tries to get up. When she steps off the bed she rolls
onto the floor.
James sounds happy and his voice is high and excited. She thinks of a dog's wagging
tail and it feels too depressing to comprehend something so innocent tied up in all this
shit. Then she remembers she hates dogs. And James is saying, "It was nearly 1 am
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and I already decided they weren't coming. Then the doorbell rang and when I opened
it Ruth was there with her girlfriend and they were wrapped in a big blanket. When they
came in they dropped it and they were naked underneath." Myra takes the cordless onto
the balcony and fumbles lighting a cigarette. She holds the phone away from her ear. It
feels like she's listening to something far away and somehow, muffled, she believes it less.

"Her girlfriend looked at me and she said, shit, how old are you? And I said sixteen.
And she said fuck, Ruth, you didn't tell me he was so young. She kept saying, sixteen,
fuck, sixteen!" Myra asks, "Did you use a condom?" and James pauses a second so
she knows that means he didn't. "Yeah, they brought one. Anyway, it was weird. A lot of
the time Ruth just kissed her girlfriend, and I just sort of lay there. I don't know, I guess
a lot of the time I didn't really feel like part of it." He sighs heavily, which is something
he never does. She wants to know everything, she wants to hear everything until she
can see it. She wants him to know that in a very distant way she wanted to be there.
But she doesn't say that. There's just a lot of silence, a lot of breathing. "Can I come
over?" she says eventually, instead. James says no. James says he wants to be alone
tonight and Myra starts crying. "We always take baths together when your parents go
away. We haven't had our bath!" James makes a tiny sound like pain but he doesn't
say anything. He just hangs up the phone.
On Monday Myra doesn't go to school. On Monday morning she takes the bus to
Coogee Beach and she calls Flemmings to find out Ruth's last name. She makes a
complaint to the manager about her. She says Ruth is the rudest employee she's ever
had to encounter in her whole life. She does her newsreader voice. She does the voice
she's so good at faking at family Christmas dinners.
In the phone booth by the beach she tears out the page that has Ruth's address. She

walks up the hill and down the hill and up again before she finds the semi. Outside a

red pile of broken bricks lies by the curb. She says, see, god wants me to do this. She
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flings a brick into the sun room and stays to watch the glass shatter. In the summer
sun the world is so yellow and white that she barely remembers seeing what she has
done the moment it's over. Then she turns and runs.

She breaks into James's house using the key he keeps on his windowsill. His brother
Ethan is home and walks by asking her what she's doing there, but he doesn't wait to
hear her answer. She spends the day reading James's fantasy novels and smoking his
pot and then she goes out to buy a six-pack of beer at the bottle shop by the bay that
never asks for I D . On her way in a group of seventh graders are on their way out with
a bottle of twelve-dollar gin and they smile at her and cheer.
She meets James outside Flemmings at 9 pm. She hails a cab to take them up the hill
and he says, "Ruth got in a fight with the boss."
She says, "I ran you a bath."
He says, "She quit."

She says, "I bought us a six pack."

He nods but doesn't smile. She notices this but it doesn't matter. She squeezes his
hand and he says, "Thanks for picking me up."
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The Mi lk Bar Owner is a Ventriloqu ist
Simon Hall

He uses a jam ball donut
with a horizontal slit for a vent-doll.
The donut makes jokes about the owner's wife.
She is so ugly, the donut says, she leaves the house on a leash.
The milk bar owner stabs the donut, squeezes
and jam blood drips on the counter.
I always buy the donut.
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utopia

melanie joosten

I don't smell like love
like smoke
when I come home from the pub
I have male friends
I have not fucked
I'm a little bit taller
I like coffee without sugar
but I'm not addicted

I can cook
as well as my mum
my degree
makes me employable
when he asks for my number
he calls
I love the taste
of tofu

Abba
never won Eurovision
I have a hope in hell
of paying my H ECS debt
cinnamon
does not make me sneeze
I delight
in early mornings
my boss likes me
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the ticket machine
is never in service
he actually asks
for my number
the sun shines
in Melbourne
in summer
Australia was settled
by the Dutch
and my local is
a brown coffeeshop

John Howard says sorry
for being such a dickhead
he offers to pay my HECS
I say no
mum didn't give my dog
to the RSPCA
when I was on school camp
I only use like
in a grammatically correct way
I am my own boss

I have flawless skin
an even more flawless character
massage doesn't make me tense
I can see stars
from my backyard
I 'm not ticklish.
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Diane

Gabrielle S.

She fell under a tractor when she was young, and it left her with two bung legs and a
gammy hand. She walked funny and fell over a lot. Her face was freckly and sort of
pretty.

The kids used to heckle her when she was walking home from school, but one day a
car pulled up alongside her and someone called her name in a different way.

"Diane! Come and check out our new car! Hop in! Come on! Babes like you shouldn't
have to walk home! Jump in!"

She felt great sitting in the back seat, hair blowing in the wind, laughing and joking with
her new companions. She'd have done anything for them

And she did. They got her to make faces at people. They got her to yell things out the
window. They got her to lean right out the window and make faces and yell things.

When her head hit a lamppost it bounced back against the car then her whole body
flopped back into the seat, legs and arms all over each other. The teenagers in the front
seat freaked out and one of them wanted to throw her from the car. They thought no
one was watching, but had to pull over when cars behind them honked their horns and
shouted for them to stop.
An ambulance arrived and Diane was laid out next to the vehicle. When the police got
there, the two teenagers bolted in separate directions.
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One of the paramedics went to fetch a drug that was critical to the patient, only to find
that the two young men had also stolen most of their medications. Diane died, age
eleven, by the side of the road.
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Hans

David Winwood

Amsterdam his perfect setting. Here he wrote
an endless series of limericks so filthy
they had to be declaimed, loudly, to his mother
and her blue-rinse friends. Those most likely

still to take offence. They were all about camps
beyond the wild borders of hearsay. The impossible
pantingly made possible. In most he was cleaning
SS guards' boots with his tongue. I n another

he was a prisoner who'd transgressed the Japanese
commander. Bound flat onto the ground. Cut off,
sharpened bamboo bloodily resprouting
through him. Though his doomster had saved

the areas of his genitals and - naked himself - went
wide-legged down on him. Very clever
to put that in only a five-line jingle and still keep
the semen bubbling. But all to no avail. Finally

out of breath, he ended up choosing an expensive
flat, high up in a preciously restored building
for his high jump and died on
the pleasant pattern of the newly laid cobblesfoo,....s,e=
__

"--------------

which, in Dutch, are called "children's heads"
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Lament for a Maker

Martin Bennett

After so many s.a.e.s,
semi-eternities
spent getting his head
around words, he's
accepted then buried
inside a plethora
of Little Magazines
more written in
than read.
Posterity fallen
short of, one
among a myriad
scribbling would-bes
now guaranteed
that oblivion
he'd ransack thesauri
expressly
to avoid ...
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dip

Caroline Hamilton

Soak

I submerge my head in the bathwater. It's slippery smooth . . . soft. Warm and inviting
me in, it tickles me in all the wrong places. I'm feeling sexy. The tingling turns to acid
bubbly champagne bath and I'm screaming.
Get out get out get out.
It takes ten minutes to notice you're on fire, and by that time, it's too late.
My skin is the Joker from Batman.
My skin is fruit-acid-peel-clean.
My skin, what's left of it, is raw tissue paper thin.
Scrub
Exfoliation is very good for you. I recommend walnut scrub with lavender, maybe a
pumice stone for stubborn areas. Never, ever use caustic soda. It's simply too drying,
rather painful and no amount of cool showers will change your all-over, blotchy,
blistering, sunburnt hide.
It will probably scar.
My vagina doesn't like me very much right now.
I am fried chicken, slightly paler.
If only I'd doused myself with vinegar.
If only I hadn't asked the crazy bitch to move in.
Shingles would be better than this.
Signs
that your housemate is a crazy, fucked-up sociopath: they pay their rent on time, but
never have change for the last five dollars. I'll pay you next month. But next month
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they're short again. At this point you remind them about the first month and they cannot
recall not giving you the full amount. Don 't you trust me? Do you think I'm lying to you?
Here 's your fucking five dollars, I can't believe you're being so petty.
It was my fucking five dollars to begin with.
Maybe she gave it back to me and I just can't remember. Maybe I'm losing my marbles.
Maybe she stole my marbles 'cos she doesn't have any of her own left and she's
dangling them in front of me like a carrot, but she's moved my glasses so I can't quite
focus on them.
I am the single white female living with the single white female and she tells me she
has a crush, and I tell her that I don't, but thanks anyway, and we can still be friends,
not that we were ever friends to begin with, but I don't want to push her over the edge
because she's only on a very thin ledge at the moment, and anyway her rope is
attached to me.

My friends,
my real friends, those people I've known for a very long time, who I tell most of my
secrets to, are telling me that she's weird but no more weird than me and don't I have
bad luck with housemates anyway, and maybe this is as good as I 'll get and so what if
her habits are slightly off-putting. If I wasn't such a clean freak there would be no
problem. I should just chill out, look at things through her eyes, I'm jumping to
conclusions. I have a history of jumping to conclusions because the whole world is
usually against me in some way. Why do I have to always be so selfish? It's not like I'm
the only one who has problems, she's trying to get along with me, I'm just not making it
easy for her, for myself, for anyone. I'm the one who has a problem, I'm the one who
needs help, she's always been kind and courteous, if maybe a little strange, but not
rude, never rude, just loud and stomping, slamming doors and standing in front of the
television.
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My friends, my real friends, those people I've known for a very long time, are telling me
to get over it, they're telling me I 've become jumpy and nervous. They're coming
around to visit more often when I 'm not at home, and I find them, in my lounge room,
drinking my beer and smoking joints with her. With her, the one who masturbates a// the
time and calls out my name. I haven't received any mail for a while, not even any bills,
and I'm sure the electricity is due.
And
I can't find my journal. It's the one I write everything in: lies, fantasies, and stupid bits of
graffiti I collect. I left it in my room next to my bed 'cos I wake up with dreams so vivid
that I just have to write them down. I've been writing her down, down in my journal and
I can't find it. Where did I put it? Am I the one who's crazy? Please don't let me be the
one who's crazy.

She's been having these conversations. Talking about the weather, talking about her
mother, about how she'd like to kill that bitch, how she'd like to slice her throat with a
paring knife. Slowly, slowly, slice her mother's throat. Watch the blood run down her
breasts, watch the blood stain her blouse. She's having these conversations. I'm
listening to her. She's having these conversations and she's yelling the words, and
she's sharpening knives, and I can hear two voices, but she's the only one in the house
apart from me and I'm not part of the conversation and she's not telling me, she's telling
herself and she's answering yes, yes, yes, of course, whispers now and yes, yes, yes,
of course, and I close the door to my room softly, and I pull the bolt across quietly until I
hear it click, and the voices they stop, and her conversation is over for now.
Talk

My friends,
those people I've known for a very long time, at least I feel like it's a very long time,
how long has it been? Two years . . . three . . . five . . . ten? Has it been that long? MY,
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how we've all changed and yet we're still friends, after everything that's happened, after
cutting school and taking drugs and stealing change from mum's purse when she was
out on valium, and stealing her valium, wow that was a crazy summer, how old were
we? Fifteen? Sixteen? How old are we now? And you stole my boyfriend, but that was
ok 'cos I liked your brother anyway, and then I realised that it was you that I liked but I
never said anything, not for years, not even now, can you ever really know someone
truly are we really friends still after all of that?
Kitty
Her cat is looking sick, scared, run-down, or is that me? It wanders around the house,
and I wonder when she fed it last, and I wonder what she fed it last, and I notice that
the weedkiller is nearly empty, and I wonder why she never drinks the milk I buy, even
though it's skim. She drinks skim. She tells me that the brand is wrong, so I buy the
brand she likes, the one with extra calcium in it, and she freaks out because she can't
remember which milk is hers, and I say it doesn't matter, yes it does, yes it does, and
she asks me how I'm feeling, and I reply with fine thank you, although I have been
feeling tired lately and my stomach hurts but maybe I'm getting my period, and she
throws out the milk and says, let's start again shall we?
Pen
She's writing on the furniture with indelible felt tip pen. Sometimes red, sometimes
black. It's her furniture that she's writing on so I can't really say anything to her,
because it's her furniture, and she's entitled to do anything she likes with it, at least it's
not the walls or windows that she's writing on, or the washing machine which is mine,
or the fridge which is mine, but I wouldn't mind it if she wrote on the fridge because it's
so old, but I don't want to give her any ideas because if I say it's ok to write on the
fridge then she might want to write on the rest of my furniture which is also old, but
antique old, that kind of old that's the good old, and I know that I still need to finish the
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sanding and polishing on a couple of the pieces, but I know I'll get around to it one day,
and I don't want her to write on these things, especially the things that she's writing,
and I'm thinking that maybe I should buy her a pad of paper so that she's got
something to write on instead of her furniture, and I read what she's written and it says
get off the phone, get off the phone, get off the phone, and I wonder who was on the
phone for so long. It can't have been me because I don't ever take too long. I know
people who can talk all day on the phone, but I'm usually ten minutes max.

Beans
There's a can of baked beans in the cupboard, the ham flavoured ones, the ones that I
like best, and I put them on my side of the cupboard because I bought them. I don't
know when I'll get the craving for ham flavoured baked beans, but it's important that
they're there, because when I finally get the craving for them I'll really want them, and
that could be at any time of the day or night, and I don't want to have to leave the
house, so I buy the baked beans and put them in the cupboard in case of a baked bean
emergency, and I look in the cupboard, and they've moved to the other side of the
shelf. She's moved them to her side of the shelf. So I move them back.

She's
in the kitchen now, chopping celery, chopping celery and talking to herself, making sure
that all the pieces are exactly the same size. She's measuring them with a ruler, and I
ask if she wants some help but what would you know, so I just leave her to it, and I
hear her talking to the celery, she's talking to the celery, it's time, and she has to make
sure that they're all the same, and she's making a salad because she's going to a
barbecue, won't that be fun! And she's measuring the celery: five centimetres long, five
centimetres exactly. There's celery all over the kitchen, on the floor, in the bin. Bunches
and bunches of celery, on the bench-tops, in the sink, and a small bowl of uniformly cut
pieces of celery on the table, and she lines up the pieces like dominos, and pushes the
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first one over so that they all come falling down, one after the other, cascading in a line,
and she says perfect.
I've
been writing her down, down in my journal, my new journal, I bought it last week and I
keep it with me always, always in my bag. I'm getting my mail redirected to my work
because I'm not receiving any letters at home, not even any bills, and I'm afraid that the
electricity is going to get cut off, and I can't tell anybody that I don't trust her. I don't
trust her. I can't even tell my friends, those people I've known for a very long time.
Those people. They come to my house, they drink beer with her, and they laugh and
they watch videos, and they do it all when I'm not at home, and I'm glad they get along
well, but I've never met any of her friends, not anyone, ever, and she says that she
came from a small country town and that she doesn't know anyone in the city, but no
one rings her up, not even her parents.
Here
kitty kitty kitty, here kitty, there 's a good kitty. Her cat is limping and it's been shitting in
the study, it reeks in there like piss and vomit and I can't do my work, and every day
there's a new rotten smell in there and I'm cleaning it and spraying it every day with air
freshener and I'm closing the door so that the cat doesn't get in and opening the
window so the smell can get out, but when I get home the door is open and the window
is closed and there's more stink and diarrhoea and I ask her what's wrong with the cat
and she looks at me, kitty's old, but kitty isn't old, it's a kitten, it's small, it's a small cat,
it doesn't look grown up at all and it meows at me and I feel bad because it's asking me
to help it, and my look says no I can't, and I ask her if she would mind not letting the
cat into the study because it always shits in there and she looks at me like I'm the devil.
There 's
celery in my underwear drawer.
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I ring the police because I'm scared, of what she might do to me, I'm scared that all
along she's been talking to me, and I got the electricity bill. It's a big red electricity bill,
and I'm photocopying the numbers on the phone bill, because I need to know who
she's ringing, she doesn't have any friends, but there's all these calls and I never see
her on the phone, but I know it's her because they're all made when I'm not there, so it
has to be her, and my beans are back on her side of the shelf, so this time I move them
to the back of the freezer, behind the decaf coffee because we never drink decaf. No
one ever drinks decaf. I bought it ages ago because for a brief moment I thought I'd
give up caffeine.
I ring the police and I tell them about the celery, and I tell them about the beans and the
mail, how her cat is really sick, and its fur is falling out, and they act like I'm the one
who's crazy and tell me there's nothing they can do. They ask me how come I let her
move in anyway and I don't know, I don't know, she just seemed really nice to begin
with.
open the cupboard and the beans are there, on her side of the shelf, she found the
fucking beans, and I open the freezer door to check behind the decaf and I feel
something not shaped like a can at all. There's something larger than a can and frozen
behind the decaf, and I'm afraid to look, and for once the house doesn't smell like piss
or shit and I reach behind the decaf, and there's something hard and spiky, frozen
behind the decaf, and I scream and I scream, she's frozen the cat, she's frozen the
fucking cat.
I chain the door, in case she comes back, I chain the door and bolt it, but the back
doesn't have a bolt and she's knocking at the front door, she wants to come in. I
pretend I don't hear her, I pretend I'm not there. Someone has to help me, I'm not
crazy, I'm not the crazy one. There's a cat in my freezer you have to help me.
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Melt
The men in white coats are not allowed to come because I'm not a relative. Maybe she
has no relatives left. Maybe her family's wearing concrete shoes at the bottom of a
lake, maybe they're encased in a large plastic vat of acid, slowly melting away. But her
mother's not dead yet, she hadn't got around to it, she was going to cut her throat,
slowly, slowly, with a paring knife. The knocking's stopped and I can hear her stomping
and swearing out the back. Don't let her in, just don 't let her in.
I am armed with her frozen cat in my hand, standing next to the back door. Please,
please, please take her away from me, and they come, they finally come, and I'm
screaming, she's out the back, take her away, you have to take her away. The men in
blue uniforms have brought the men in white coats and I'm screaming, and my crazy
housemate stands there smiling at me, why did you lock me out? Don't you feel safe?
No I don't you stupid bitch.
And I throw the cat at her, the wonderfully dead, heavy cat.
Bath
I run the bath and pour my favorite oils in. Orange to lift the spirits and patchouli to
calm the nerves. I slide in. The water is slippery smooth . . . soft. Warm and inviting me
in, it tickles me in all the wrong places.
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miles vertigan

i guess i was just wondering why you had "warning" tattooed on your forehead cos it
doesnt really inspire confidence darling well it wasnt my idea at all in fact i was held down
and forcibly tattooed by the crack tattoo section of the relationship counsellors special
operations squad one night when i was having a bit of a tiff with my girlfriend like were
sitting there on the couch and shes saying something like what do you mean i look like a
rubenesque whippet you fucking arsehole and i say it was like a term of affection baby
and she like totally loses it and hits the red button and a couple of seconds later im being
pinned down by ten guys in black and balaclavas tattooing "warning" on my forehead and
not surprisingly we broke up after that although we did get back together a few more
times but that old rubenesque whippet thing just kept getting in the way you know cos she
really looked like one and each time it popped out she hit the red button again and the
boys would arrive and tattoo "warning" on another part of me so im kind of covered in
them now and i started to get a bit friendly with these guys i mean they were tattooing me
just about every night for about six months and after a while i realised that these guys
really took pride in their work in fact they were sensitive artistes although tragically
unrecognised and they didnt misspell "warning" once or anything and even though there
were ten of them i figured they were a bit lonely so we used to get talking and stuff and
one thing led to another and they said they were going to exhibit me at some swanky
gallery as a work of art to get them out of their ruts and onto the world stage as bona fide
top notch sensitive artistes so after a while id be hitting the red button myself cos i wanted
to catch up with the boys and talk about our dreams for the f611ure while they _tatto"-"'.._____
away a bit like going to the hairdresser until my girlfriend just lost interest and slunk away:;i_
but i didnt even notice for the first few months so what im trying,to say i.s. .ihat tb_ese_g�
really know what theyre doing and im just wondering if i called you a daliesque...'..
swampmonster whether youd hit the red button for me baby co.s...� ea Lreach- fr.am..here1 � �
�
;:
'
and i really miss the guys.

i
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Like Bees i n the Lam p l ight

Lorin Ford

Too beautiful to put away in the wardrobe,
the Chinese silk dress on the wooden hanger
caresses the mind as water soothes the skin.
Gold butterflies swarm like bees in the lamplight.

The Chinese silk dress on the wooden hanger . . .
It's way past midnight and I'm not asleep,
gold butterflies swarm like bees in the lamplight,
our hands touch like kisses and we're laughing.

It's way past midnight and I'm not asleep.
how skin, how blood, how breath respond to memory.
Our hands touch like kisses and we're laughing.
The heart leaps expectant, mistaken.

How skin, how blood, how breath respond to memory
as if there were no absences, no Time.
The heart leaps expectant, mistaken.
Though Mystery compels me, I falter.

As if there were no absences, no Time
the sun streams through us, we're enfolded.
Though Mystery compels me, I falter
forever, at beginnings as at endings.
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The sun streams through us, we're enfolded.
You feed me sweet marshmallows before dawn.
Forever, at beginnings as at endings,
I blink and lose you to abstraction.

You feed me sweet marshmallows before dawn.
Your voice melts the frost behind my eyelids.
I blink and lose you to abstraction.
Gold butterflies swarm like bees in the lamplight.

Your voice melts the frost behind my eyelids,
caresses the mind as water soothes the skin.
Gold butterflies swarm like bees in the lamplight
- too beautiful to put away in the wardrobe.
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The Yel l

Edward Burger

I climbed to the top of a mountain and yelled, then I climbed down and marched out
across a plain till I came to a city. I walked among its people, told them about my
travels and told them why I yelled. The reason I yelled was so that the whole world
could hear me. But none of these people had heard me. So I left the city, went back to
the mountain, walked around its base then headed out in another direction until I came
to another city. But no-one there had heard me either so I went back to the mountain.
The first city I had gone to was north-northwest of the mountain, the second was east. I
decided to head in the direction most distant from the other cities, so I headed south
southwest across the plains till I came to a city, but they hadn't heard me so I went
back to the mountain. I stood at the base of the mountain for a while and thought. I
tried to recall the direction in which I was facing when I yelled. I eventually came to the
conclusion that I must have been facing west, so I headed out west till I came to a city
but they hadn't heard me, or, at least, they couldn't remember whether they had heard
me or not because it was now several weeks since my yell. Of all the cities I had
encountered, this western city was closest to the mountain. So I decided that I would
climb the mountain again and yell to the west. Before leaving the city I made some
rough calculations and told the people that they should listen for my yell in three days
time at exactly midday. But as I was climbing back up the mountain I realised that I had
underestimated the amount of time the journey would take, and there was no point in
yelling before I had reached the summit because my path had lead me up the eastern
side of the mountain. Consequently I really had to hurry. I didn't reach the summit until
just after midday, then yelled as loud as I possibly could, but my yell was not so loud
because it was only half a yell - the other half was a gasp. I yelled again, attempting to
yell louder, but there was no strength left in my lungs. I had to wait several minutes to
regain my strength. My chest and throat ached. Then again I tried to yell as loud as I
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could, and it was loud, but I became dizzy and had to sit down. But I could only sit for a
moment because I had to rush back down the mountain - it was well after midday by
the time I had finally managed to yell loudly, and the people might have stopped
listening for me by that stage. They might have heard me but not associated the yell to
me and thought it of no significance, so I had to rush back to find out whether or not
they had heard me before they forgot whether or not they had. But, as much as I was in
a hurry, my descent was very slow. I forced my arms and legs to move quickly, even
though I was in agony. I stumbled several times, and after my fifth really big fall I
decided to rest for the night on the spot where I had landed. The next morning I awoke
feeling unwell. I was too sore to stand, due not the least to my five falls of the previous
day. I slowly recuperated as the days wore on. During the nights I sheltered in a crevice
beneath an overhanging rock, and during the days I foraged for food, feeding on the
plant life that grew within easy crawling distance. One of the factors that I attributed to
my relatively speedy recovery - for after only three months' rest I was fit enough to
continue my journey - was an unusual type of berry that I'd never encountered before.
When I first ate one of these berries - early in the period of my convalescence - I
found that I could raise my arm with greater ease. Before I had eaten the berry I could
only move my arm enough to reach for a nearby twig, which I manipulated via the
rotation of my wrist, to knock the berry from the berry-grass. After I had eaten the berry,
I could actually raise my hand off the ground, and thus could make do with a twig that
was four-fifths the length of the former twig. When I had sufficiently recovered I
collected as many of the berries as I could fit in my pockets and continued my journey
down the mountain.
When I arrived in the western city the people couldn't recall ever having heard my yell
and they couldn't even recall having met me before. So I decided to climb the mountain
again, but before I left, to ensure that I was not hampered by the same obstacles as
before, I exchanged the berries for a large gong and a pack-horse on which to carry the
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gong and myself. The gong had two chains fastened to it, which I slung over the horse,
with the gong on one side, and a bag full of rocks on the other to act as a
counterweight. I told the people of the city to listen for my gong in three weeks time, at
exactly eleven o'clock in the evening, which gave me plenty of time to reach the
mountaintop.

The journey across the plain was quicker with the horse, but our ascent up the
mountain was not. On the sections that were difficult to traverse, I led the horse on foot,
so the fastest we travelled was walking pace, but on those sections that weren't so
difficult, I rode the horse and we moved along at a relatively swift pace. Yet there were
other sections that the horse could not traverse at all so we had to choose alternative,
longer routes. So, overall, the journey was taking about the same length of time - until
the horse broke its leg. (It could be said, however, that it was I who broke the leg since
it was I who forced the horse to traverse such difficult terrain.) We were four-fifths of the
way up the mountain, only a few hours journey from the summit, but we could go no
further. The horse lay on its side. I tried to pull it to its feet but it wouldn't budge. I tried
whispering into its ear to coax it into standing, to make the horse believe that its leg
would heal quickly, that within a few minutes it would be able to stand. Then I lay my
hands upon its forehead and tried to will it better. But the horse said, "/ cannot be
healed in this manner. Nature does not hearken to the will of one who would commit a
horse to such hardship. I am destined to perish. There is but one possible remedy within this region grows a variety of berry that possesses exceptional healing
properties; find some of these berries and rub their juice onto my leg. Only then might
my leg heal. " I immediately knew what berries the horse was referring to, but because I
had taken a different route up the mountain than on the previous journey, the berry site
was way on the other side of the mountain. I figured that it would take a whole day to
reach it. Yet it was my hope - in fact, it was almost a certainty - that I would find some
of the berries well before I reached the distant berry site. So I headed off, at a pace not
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too fast and not too slow; I didn't want to overly exert myself and there was still plenty
of time before I needed to be at the summit, yet I also knew that the horse's leg could
take a long time to heal. But not only didn't I encounter any berries on the way, the
journey around the mountain took much longer than anticipated. The terrain was
exceptionally rugged. It would have been quicker to climb down the mountain and up
again.

As I neared the berry site, I encountered a most disconcerting phenomenon: the path
ahead was strewn with dead animals. Most of the animals were small, such as snakes,
squirrels and possums, but there were also larger animals, such as a wolf, a leopard
and a buffalo. In fact, the ground was so thick with animals, it was hard to find a place
to put my feet. I spotted the clump of berry-grass that had previously yielded so many
berries, but to get a close look at it I had to jump over a lion and a tiger then climb onto
the belly of a hippopotamus. But the plant had no berries left on it. I must have picked
them all. I climbed onto an elephant's chest for a better view of the area. I felt sorry for
the poor elephant. Its ribs stood out, despite its thick hide. All of these animals were in
the same condition. Their bodies had deteriorated to the degree that they were little
more than bones draped with skin. I couldn't see any berries nearby, and started to
climb down from the elephant, but then I heard what sounded like a moan coming from
the elephant. I jumped off and accidentally stepped on the tiger's head, and it too
moaned. These animals were alive! In search of some kind of explanation, I carefully
made my way over to the crevice where I had previously sheltered, but accidentally
stood on animal after animal, causing them to moan or whine. The entrance to the
crevice was piled high with animals. I had to climb on top of them to get inside. And as I
did so, I was surrounded by a chorus of moans. More animals fell from the ceiling, from
ledges and clefts, falling around me and on top of me, moaning and squealing as they
came. I was smothered by moaning animals. Bony ribs stuck into my sides, fur was in
my mouth and tears flooded my eyes. I burst out of there, waving my arms, accidentally
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hitting and trampling on the feeble animals. The moaning was deafening. I ran, leaping
and tripping and falling onto the bony wheezing bodies. At one stage I fell into the
mouth of a moaning crocodile, but it didn't even have the sense to eat me. I leapt up
and continued to run. I ran until I was far from that sorrowful scene, till not a single
starving body could be seen. Had the berries been their only source of sustenance?
Were they all starving to death because of me?

I made my way back around the mountain, keeping an eye out for berries. I
endeavoured to find a quicker route - one that would save me from having to go all the
way down the mountain and up again . I nstead it proved to be the longest journey of all,
and I still didn't find any berries. By the time I reached the horse she was in a very poor
state. She struggled to tell me something. I put my ear close to her mouth and she
mumbled the word: "starving". Her ribs were sticking out just like those of the other
animals. Then she died. I was responsible. My hands were covered in the blood of
thousands. All I could do was try to redeem myself. It was now, more than ever,
imperative that I reached the summit in time. The summit wasn't far but there was no
telling how long it would take to reach it with the gong in tow. I pulled the gong from the
horse's back, tied the chains around my chest, and began to drag it up the mountain. It
was very heavy and I had to rest often . The further I progressed, the slower my pace
became. Soon it pained me to even lift the chains. I was in agony, yet I persevered.
The growing hardships served only to strengthen my resolve. I would not be beaten. I
would conquer the mountain despite the agonies inflicted upon me. Around me, a storm
erupted. Fierce winds lashed the face of the mountain . Torrential rains hounded me and
avalanches crushed me. Still I survived.
When finally I reached the summit, it was almost eleven in the evening on the elected
day. The task of raising the gong off the ground and tying its chains around a tree
branch near finished me. And then I realised that I didn't have anything to hit the gong
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with. I had collapsed on the ground by this stage, but I could see a club-like stick lying
on the ground not far from me. I couldn't crawl but I managed to wriggle a little closer
and I stretched out my hand. I stretched till my eyes were popping - but then I realised
that it was an animal's bone! I couldn't use that! That made me sit up, at least. But
there was nothing else in sight and the time was exactly eleven o'clock. I was right
beside the gong but had nothing to hit it with. So I banged it with my head. I banged it
again and again.
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U ntitled for a Lion

panic

how could i have painted my head
painted my face my brain my mane
how could i have retracted my claws
my body was caught in revolving doors
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The Getover
George Dunford

To move on after you left, I joined the Spanish Civil War. They said I was too late, but I
insisted on jumping out of Barcelona buses yelling "Surprise attack!" at people drinking
coffee. When I couldn't find any other revolutionaries, I lay on my back in the square
listening to ripe oranges plump onto the cobblestones then roll away. Eventually an old
moustachioed man, his chest heavy with medals, kicked me awake then saluted me.
-Have we won? I asked him and he told me:
-It's not all about you.

To keep my mind busy after the break-up, I decided to cure cancer. I looked at the
diagrams in Gray's Anatomy, carried a stethoscope everywhere I went and turned the
garage into a lab by parking the car on the street. I built chemical compounds out of
mechano and, not knowing much about medicine, threw them at each other until only
the strongest survived. In the wreckage, atoms fused and mumbled to me:
-She's not worth it, man.

To get over you, I engineered a great and mighty bridge to stretch from one corner of
my mouth to the other. I used a strand of your hair saved from a hairbrush to hold a
smile in place, but there was an earthquake of sadness that ruptured my cheeks into a
deeper down . The relief workers placed a wreath on my nose and pronounced:
-Go out with someone else, dude.
To get things back on track after you left me, I bought you ci_cup_of coffee ground, milk warmed and sugar poised on the saucer, but unused. I watched tbe Wqy
you bitterly scooped the top off a cappuccino, asked the waiter for what y
__,
ordered and realised:
-Whoah, you're really annoying.
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love's u ncharted land

Susan Paterson

with the firmness of
an expert cartographer
you map trajectory & tack
piece fragment and desire
into bold longitude
create absolute from flux and
with strokes deft and singular
smooth the roughness & cipher
of the shifting earth
into a perfectly incised terrain

still
it will come:
the smudging of lines
(an upset horizon
an unplanned valley
a broken compass)
when furrows cast across the land
reveal obscured glyphs
parchment & knowing print
become fragments in the palm

as the fixed concedes to fluid truth
fold up your map
(its symbols cannot touch what is boundless)
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let the tips of your fingers trace
the ancient inscriptions
and your lips whisper
the voice of uncharted land
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The Deal

Andrea Sherwood

"And long ere this I should have done the deed
Had not sweet pleasure conquered deep despair. "
- Faustus

I have taken the pill for happiness,
felt its white opiate breath burning
my tongue, watched my blood beating backwards
against my heart, my vision altered.
In that instant my mind is free
of useless thoughts that drag me back
to me. I unpick my sickening skin
that burdens touch. I hollow in the wind,
I wear the coldest night and cannot feel a thing.

In return I pay with death
and cannot see to see.
Smaller meanings stand naked on the bench
and will not sell. Memory forgets herself, greets me
like a man, walks on. The sun disintegrates,
a thousand blind eyes travelling
the highway. There is no hurry, the clocks ha e stoppe----
and I can not grow old.
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The H u ntsman
Michael de Valle

What you dream, what you imagine, what you remember. This is the tale of my father's
death. He paces the bedroom floor in his green dressing gown while my mother lies on
the bed in her underwear. My mother imagines she might be able to feel me there in
the room with them, but it is too early to know for sure. She would like to tell my father,
but she wants to wait until she is certain. She has started going to the toilet more often,
that's all. It might be nothing. An infection maybe, but then again.

My father turns and notices the bare windowpane and reaches up for the cord to pull
down the blind. As it lowers to shut out the night, a huntsman falls. My father feels
something land in his hair and reaches up, placing his hand over it. In that instant, the
unexpected feeling of a large wriggling thing beneath his palm startles him. Instinctively
his other hand shoots up and comes down hard, crushing the life out of the thing. He
rushes to the bathroom and my mother follows to find him with his head under the
shower, the broken remains of the spider on the floor of the shower recess. My father is
pulling a leg out of his hair.

My mother and father are going out for the evening to The Sandbar. My father will wear
his single-breasted navy suit and my mother will put on a black dress. Fresh seafood is
The Sandbar's specialty and my mother arranges for fresh mudcrab, my father's
favourite, to be available for them when she books three weeks beforehand. The
Sandbar also has a fine cellar of wines and it is customary for diners to wander through
the racks and select their own bottle for their meal.
My father chooses a fine wooded Chardonnay and hands it to the waiter for chilling as
they return to their seats. The waiter carries bread to their table and lights a candle
before pouring the wine.
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"Is this a special occasion?" he asks.
"Our first anniversary," my father says.
"Congratulations," the waiter says. "May you have many more."
As he leaves, my mother and father raise their glasses.
The waiter brings them a huge platter bearing prawns, scallops, calamari, whiting,
oysters, mussels and perched at the centre, on top of this mount, a mudcrab. He also
leaves a utensil like a walnut cracker to break open the legs.

As a child my father is afraid of the dark, afraid of the things he cannot see or
understand. He remembers sitting on his Nanna's knee while she sings the nursery
rhyme about the old lady who swallowed a spider, it wriggled and jiggled and wiggled
inside her, she swallowed the spider to catch the fly, I don't know why she swallowed
the fly, perhaps she'll die.
In my father's earliest memory he is lying awake in a cot at his mother's parents' house.
Light is beginning to filter through the venetian blinds and there is the sound of a horse
coming up the street. The gate creaks and there are footsteps outside the front door.
Then there is the clank of bottles on the doorstep. This is where he learns to wait for
the morning light. Years later his mother will tell him this was the time his little brother
was being born . She thinks his fear of the dark is because he was afraid of being away
from her so young. How could she have known my father lay awake at night worrying a
spider might climb into his mouth in his sleep?

He calls his mother's father Poppy and the only memories of him are from this time. He
remembers the old man's tattooed forearms; his Gladstone bag; his felt hat and braces;
his smells of beer, tobacco and Californian Poppy hair tonic; his trousered legs like tall
tree trunks. He remembers the heat of summer and the smell of old wood; a ride to the
local pool on hot vinyl seats in an old blue Holden station wagon. When they get back a
small black bird has flown down the chimney and into the lounge. His grandfather
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draws the blinds and disappears behind the door while he waits with his Nanna in the
hall. When Poppy comes back out he kneels down to show my father the heaving bird
in his hands. The boy already knows that birds eat spiders. Its black eyes glisten as the
bird opens its yellow beak at him, revealing a sharp tongue.
Two months later Poppy has a few too many on the lunch break and reverses a forklift
one foot too far beyond the edge of the dock. There is an enquiry that no-one in the
family talks about. The only memories of his grandfather after that time involve flowers
and the Springvale Necropolis. Twelve years later his father tells him the truth about
these things.
My mother remembers her Granny on a three-month visit from Donnegal. The old
woman is big and wears her white hair up in a bun. My mother remembers floral
dresses, a green cardigan, brown lace-up shoes. The old woman takes her teeth out
every night.

Her Granny sits my mother on her knee and sings to her. It's wee Mary, it's wee Mary,
she's no longer three, she's four now, no longer a baby, she's quite a young lady.
Before the old woman leaves to go back to Ireland, they go to a restaurant called The
Wild Cherry. The waiter says to her older sister, "Aren't you a good girl?" Then he turns
to my mother and says, "And you're a good boy."
There's a dream. A man is chasing my mother. She wakes up terrified and hears a
sound in the kitchen. She wants to climb in bed with her own mother. Her father tells
her to get back to her own bed. Her mother turns on all the lights and takes her by the
hand through every room of the house to prove there's no-one there.

My father is sleeping now, huddled into my mother's back. He has his arm around her
stomach and I can feel the warmth of his hand above my head. Already a curious
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feeling is beginning inside him. Soon he will wake up to a sharp pain that will double
him up in bed. The pain will frighten him because it will be like nothing he has ever
imagined or can ever remember. He will think it is the seafood, but it is something that
has been in him from before he was born.
On the last day of his life he will remember the spider. On the first day of my life I will
forget all I ever knew. This is the way of things.
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U nsolved Mysteries
Natasha Cho

Did Yoko Ono break up The Beatles? Did Yoko Ono shoot J . R.? Did Yoko Ono kill Lang
Hancock? Did Rose Hancock break up The Beatles?
What is the mystery surrounding the untimely death of Bruce Lee? If Chuck Norris had
died young, would Bruce Lee have ended up starring in a TV show similar to Walker,
Texas Ranger? Did Yoko Ono kill Bruce Lee? Did Chuck Norris shoot J.R.?

If Wham! had decided not to tour to China in 1 985, would Billy Joel have decided not to
tour to Russia in 1 987? Did Yoko Ono break up Wham!?
Who killed J.F. K. ? Was it Colonel Mustard in the dining room with the candlestick? Was
it Rose Hancock in the conservatory with the lead piping? Was it nature or nurture?

If Billy Joel had ended up starring in a TV show similar to Walker, Texas Ranger, would
Chuck Norris have ended up composing a song similar to Piano Man? If Billy Joel had
ended up starring in a TV show similar to Walker, Texas Ranger, and Chuck Norris had
ended up composing a song similar to Piano Man, would Yoko Ono have ended up
dying young and Bruce Lee ended up breaking up The Beatles?

If Chuck Norris ended up composing a song similar to Piano Man, would you blame
Billy Joel or would you blame Chuck Norris? Would you blame society? Would you
blame Yoko Ono?
whereabouts?
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The Language of Th u nder

Annie Condon

Inside my head thoughts gust up to eighty knots, and cyclones of the past spin
everything into oblivion. It's ten past one in Lygon Street. I can smell rain in the air. This
street is my favourite place for rain. The way it colours the road charcoal. How it
rebounds from the pavement in little splatters that mark the back of my stockings. The
way wet wool smells mix with espresso.

My hair curls in the rain. It starts from the bottom, past my shoulders, and forms little
ringlets. When I'm nervous I pull them and they stretch out and spring back. My mother
told me not to pull my hair. She looked at me in disgust when I searched strand by strand
for split ends. She said it was like a monkey examining its fur for fleas. My mother's hair
was short and every time it even grew the hint of a curl she would have it cut again.
I shiver and look up aghast at the raindrops that accumulate on a shop awning and fall
in one heap on me. They remind me of the fat heavy drops that precede a storm. Like
the storms of my childhood. These drops would fall through the dry gum leaves and
signal the beginning of my run indoors. The back screen door would bang and my feet
would thud onto the laundry linoleum. "It's only a fucking storm," my mother would say
looking up from her crossword puzzle. I never liked her using that word. I still can't say
it even though I'd like to. In films and from the practiced mouths of friends it has a
harsh suave feel. It probably wouldn't suit me to say it. I'm still reclaiming lots of words
from my childhood. Words that my lisp wouldn't allow me to say without torment. "You
can't even say your fucking name," my mother said.
I practiced saying my name for years.

One day my mother chased me outside during a storm. I had skidded on to the
linoleum as I entered the house, and headed for the hallway where there were no
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windows. I did not want to see the darkness of clouds or the iridescence of lightning. I
wanted to put my hands over my ears and hum in monotone to erase the thunder.
Sometimes now I go to hospital during storms. I sit in the casualty department without
making an appointment. I sit in the row of blue seats with their sterile white armrests.
Surrounding me there is busyness. The fluidity of white and blue nurses, of stooped
elderly patients entering through automatic doors. Husky coughing coming from behind
partitions. Of names being called out with harsh respect. The storm beyond the tinted
double-glazed windows loses its g ruffness; it could be a heavy truck d ragging its load
up the road and changing gears to anticipate the climb. I sit in a chair facing the wall .
Close to the snack dispenser with its dangling offerings of chips and chocolate. Over
again I read the posters on the marked white walls. Workplace safety: It's no accident.
Pap smear: are you due?
What I remember most about that storm years ago was the thunder that caused my
ears to ring. After a time the thunder began to speak to me. It growled, "Sophie, you are
a bad girl . What will I do with you Sophie? Honestly Sophie . . . " When the thunder got
really angry it screamed , "Sophie I'm going to kill you," and at that time it sent some
lightning into the sky like a raised white gloved hand. In the gum trees even the
magpies and rosellas were quiet. Not like just before the storm when they'd twitter and
fly from tree to tree to warn me. I rubbed my fingertips into the dirt, pressed my bare
legs into rocks to feel the pain and focus on that, not the words of the thunder.
Mrs. Adams, our neighbour, saw me when she walked her dog in the clear post-storm
twilight. My legs were cut from the rocks; my cheek was g razed from running into the
peeling bark of a tree.
"Oh Sophie, look at your beautiful ringlets," she said. I walked a little of the way with
her chatting about her dog, her husband who'd died eight years ago and the five cent
price rise in the newspaper. I can remember every word of our conversation.
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One day I walked the entire length of Lygon Street. I wanted to know it, as if that would
yield safety. I climbed down to the creek and sat on a fallen gum limb, watching the
dirty summer creek trickle away. I knew it would trickle down to the Coburg Lake, along
the backs of houses, and then, many kilometres away would meander hesitantly close
to my mother's house.

That day when I walked back into my mother's house she laughed. "Well the fucking
storm didn't kill you did it?" she said. I ran a bath, staring at the rust stain on the side of
the tub, and absently picking the peeling lino from the floor. The bath water sent icy
prickles into my skin. I soaped myself hard. I went to bed and wanted to sleep forever.
My cuts healed. I did my homework on the park bench at three thirty-five every
afternoon. I read the dark carved words in the wood. Alex loves Linda. Jen is ace. After
the homework I practiced saying my name as I pushed my legs up and down to force
the swing higher. Once my swing flew right over the top of its railing. Instead of feeling
frightened, I was exhilarated. In the air, clinging to the warm metal links I was on the
edge of some kind of release. I would always get home in time for the weather report. I
visited my aunt who lived by the beach . Two trains and a bus later I was in Dromana for
two weeks. I ate fresh fruit with olive-skinned denim cousins, who laughed loudly and
never watched weather reports. In the mornings they trusted it would be fine and ran
down to the foreshore, looking left, right, left as they crossed the highway. The boy
cousin said to me, "Say 'sea' Sophie." I reddened and turned away, but with his hand
he turned my face to his.
"Say 'sea shell' Sophie." He wasn't laughing. Every day: sand, sea shell, salmon,
socks, Sophie. He lifted his chin and showed me where his tongue touched in his
mouth as he made each sound. Not even the girl cousins laughed. They too became
my intrigued tutors. Summer, sand, strawberries, suitcase, goodbye.
At home my mother was like the tea-tree bushes I had seen at the beach. Gnarled in
different directions, limbs closing in on each other. Bark stripping in long painful pieces.
Tiny leaves pressing together thickly for protection.
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"And how is my sister?" she asked. I still had salt air in my nostrils and the grainy
sliding of sand in my Dunlop Volleys.

On the street small crowds stand back waiting for the bus. These are so unlike the bus
that deposited me in Dromana, with its infrequent stops and sparkling water views.
These are dark hot city buses that spit out diesel and groan as they turn corners.
This is my meditated jaywalking street. Car, bus, car, gap, run! When I first came here I
didn't even look. Purposefully forgetting my careful cousins and their left, right, left. The
car that hit me belonged to my mortified department head. He brought me a book of
crossword puzzles for distraction in hospital. He met my aunt. My only two visitors. "You
have to be more careful Sophie," said my aunt. "Yes," I said, but as I'd flown into the air
I'd remembered the swing in the park, and felt a tangy rush in my mouth.
In white softened sheets, there was a storm on my first night in hospital. Encased,
blanketed, bandaged, buzzer close. Thunder had no voice that night, only the hum of
air conditioning, and the rattle of trolleys. Rubber-gripped nurse footsteps. I waited for
the words to annihilate me in the way that the car hadn't. They didn't come. Only the
nurse came, who asked "How are you feeling love; can I get you anything?" I shook my
head and gave her a closed mouth smile. "See if you can sleep Sophie," she said.

I return to my desk, through the rain-splattered campus. The small dusty room that PhD
students are afforded. My books are piled, marked in places with used desk calendar
pages. The room is graced with a small high window through which I can see the
dancing silhouette of gum trees that line the building. "Are you sure you don't want the
bigger room with the double window?" my department head had asked me. I know he
would have given me anything, everything. He told others about my fine results, my
unrelenting research, the grants I'd received. At meteorology conferences he introduces
me to colleagues and we laugh about the accident, and the way my ankle still plays up
on damp days. He knocks on my office door with gentle knuckles to share rare details.
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He hasn't noticed my absence when the sky is preparing to hurl obscenities at me.
At dinner parties, at rare Chardonnay-soaked departmental functions, people ask about
me with curious eyes. What it is that I do?
"My name is Sophie," I say. "I study storms".
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Watching Braveheart on t.v.
Grant Caldwell

watching braveheart on t.v.
thousands of ants
come marching down the hall
and into the lounge
where they come to a halt.
they stretch back up the hallway out of sight.
the t.v. goes dead.
everything is silent.
we stare at each other across the burgundy carpet.
they're holding spears and swords and crossbows and axes
and some have splashes of warpaint on their faces.
the one at the front has a blue and red face
it raises its sword and yells across the room at me:
YOU CAN TAKE OUR LIVES
BUT YOU'LL N EVER
TAKE
OUR FREEDOM!!!
and the thousands behind it
raise their arms and yell their assent and they begin to charge.
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m yths & sy mbols in suburbia

pau/ a. skec

tonite i discovered something profound
i am paraliterate
many ov my most cherished ikons & archetypes - are sub canonical
atari h iphop & visionary signals - teknological fantasies - fantastikal
teknowledgies the new mythology ov montage & comicbook stances i run with the paraliterati - in a metaphorical sense
find meaning where i see fit - & with the tools i choose to use
a custombuilt seti 4 a customfit uni:verse
i possess a soul with electronic shadows
when the autopsy team cut me up
they'll probably find silicon in my brain's core
shielding my heart - girding my loins future & past - are playgrounds ov my mind
this uni:verse my present -
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Dusted :

panic

i remember another hungover
and useless day
walking down the afternoon
sunlit street
in rust

the newspaper headlines
say human clones
are on their way
and i shake my head
in milk
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Speedometer

Peter O'Mara

maybe, kindness cannot be measured
& the only way to protect your thin
human wings is to hide them from
wind. the new gasoline manifesto
has no soul. we are not coming back.
speed is always untruthful.
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tractor .......... ....................... ................ 52
car .... .................................................. 52
ants ................ ........................... ............ 89
asemic writing ....................................... 35-8
atari ....................................................... 91

B

Baggins, Bilbo ............... ........................ 43
bathing .................................................. 57
bears ..... ............................................... 22
Beatles, The ......................................... 83
bees ...................................................... 66-7
berries ..................................... .............. 69-72
BMXes .................................................. 22
Braveheart ..... . ............ .............. ............ 89
Burroughs, William ............................... 35

D

dating ............................ . ....................... 2-12
DNA ...................................................... 1 3
donuts ................................................... 49
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doors
behind breasts ....................................29
revolving .............................................74
Dotremont, Christian.............................35

E

eggs ................ ......................................30-3
eternity, vast .........................................3 1
excreta, contents of human ... ..............6
existentialism ........................................25

F

Faustus.................................................78
faux pas ................................................29 , 11

G

Gladstone bags ....................................80
goldfish ................. ................................2 2
Gray's Anatomy....................................75
Gysin, Brion ..........................................35

H

Hancock, Rose .....................................83
hangovers .............................................9 2
HECS ....................................................51
Howard, John .......................................51

immigration policy .................................56
Iron Gates of Life ..................................33

J

Japanese prison camps .......................54
Joel, Billy ..............................................83
jukeboxes ............................................. 18
Jung, Carl .............................................4

K

Kama Sutra ...........................................28
kittens ..................................................see cats
Kraftwerk .............................................. 15

L

laxatives......... .......................................5
Lee, Bruce ............................................83
Leftwich, Jim ......................................... 35, 36
limericks................................................54
lions ......................................................74
Little Magazines....................................55
llamas ...................................................2 2
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M

memory .................................................78, 82
Michaux, Henri...................................... 35
milk bars ............................................... 42
milk shakes ........................................... 18
monkeys ...............................................23
motorcycles ......................................... 17
mountain climbing................................. 68-73
multiculturalism .....................................56
Murray, JB ............................................ 36

N

new gasoline manifesto ........................9 3
Nirvana .................................................44
Norris, Chuck ........................................83

0

old woman who swallowed a fly ........... 80
Ono, Yoko .............................................83
oxygen ..................................................20

p

paraliterati .............................................9 1
parrots .................................................22
Peter Stuyvesent .................................. 42
Picasso .................................................20
plants, talking to ...................................90

R

RSPCA .................................................51

s

satellites ................................................ 13
seafood restaurants .............................. 79 -80
share-housing ....................................... 57-64
Solo, Han .............................................. 17
Spanish Civil War ................................ 75
speech impediments.............................84-8
speed .................................................... 9 3
spiders .................................................. 79 , 81, 82
Springvale necropolis ...........................81
SS guards ............................................. 54
styvos ................................................... see Peter
Stuyvesant
subway ................................................21
swampmonsters, Daliesque ................. 65

T

tattoos ...................................................65
television, quoting from .......................27
threesomes .......................................... 43-8
thunderstorms .......................................84-8
tofu ........................................................50
tolerance ............................................... 56
trust.......................................................2-12
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V

Vlesskens, Cornelis ..............................36

w

Walker, Texas Ranger........................... 83
whippets, rubenesque ........ ..................65
wide-legged pants ................................25
world, roundness of .............................. 1
writing, asemic ......................................see
asemic
writing
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How to submit to

Going Down Swinging.
Submissions open April 1 2003
and close June 30 2003.

Submissions sent outside these
dates will be returned.

G e n e ra l g u i d e l i n e s :

• Please do not send us the only copy of your work.
• Please do not submit previously published or
previously released material.
• Please, please, eat your vegetables. They're good
for you. Especially the Brussels spouts.
• Postal submissions unaccompanied by an
appropriately-sized SSAE will not be returned.
• Submissions must also include a postal address
and a contact phone number.
• Without following all the guidelines your piece will not
be considered.
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S u b m i s s i o n s fo r C D :

• No email submissions of audio accepted.
• Submissions to be sent on DAT, minidisc, or Audio CD (datafiles not accepted-MP3's, wav files, &c).
• Pieces to be under 8 minutes long, with a preference for works under 4 minutes.
• You must make sure you have cleared all copyright before submitting ie, using anyone else's
voice/song/recording without their permission.
• You must have appropriate attributions for piece ie, author of work, who recorded it, where it was
recorded, date, musicians, &c.
• Audio submissions will not be returned.
• Include a business size envelope SSAE for reply.

S u b m i s s i o n s fo r b o o k :

• Email submissions will be accepted for the book.
• Fiction submissions should be no longer than 5000 words.
• Submitting poems longer than 700 pages would just be silly.
• Comics should be 4 pages maximum (page dimensions: 1 5 cm high x 16 cm wide).
• A maximum of six pieces from each submitting author will be accepted.
Submissions that contain more than six pieces will only have the first six
pieces considered.
• Due to size constraints, shorter works have a greater chance of publication.

S e n d y o u r s t u ff t o :

POSTAL: PO Box 24, Clifton Hill, Victoria, Australia, 3068.
EMAIL: submissions@goingdownswinging.org.au
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Welcome to the GDS MERCHANDISE TENT!

BACK ISSUESI

Make your bookshelf
sexier and your stereo
wordier! Delve into the
fascinating 22-year history of
Going Down Swinging with
back-issues of your choice
(subject to availability). Or
become a repeat offender and
grab another copy of this very
book!
issue 20 ................................. . ........................................ $1 4.00
issue 1 9, issue 18 .......................................................... $1 0.00
issue 1 7, issue 16 ... .................................................. $ 4.50 ea.
1 00

T-SHIRTS!

The perfect addition to your literary wardrobe! Three
designs available: Going Down Swinging, A GST on
Bombs Not Books, or I'm a Swinger! Available in S, M,
L, and colours yellow, green, white and pink.

Going Down Swinging.

t-shirts ................................. .............................. $1 8.00 ea.
STICKERS

A GST CN KM3.S, IDI' OCOKS

Peel 'em off and stick 'em on stuff! You know the drill.
Available in the aforementioned designs and various
random exciting neon colours.
stickers .................................... . . . . . . . . .................. $1 ea.
STUBBY HOLDERS

Keep the good oil cool in this full-colour receptacle made
from 1 00% artificial materials. Wrap it around the glass and
pour it down your throat. Refreshingly literary!
stubby holders ................. . . . . . . . . . ......................... $7.50 ea.
THE DELUXE BOX SET

One of EVERYTH ING for only .......................... $65.00
• all prices include postage & personhandling
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Au stra l i a n write rs' ce ntres
ACT Writers' Centre Inc.
Anne-Maree Britton
Gorman House Arts Centre
Ainslie Ave
Braddon ACT 261 2
Tel/Fax: (02) 6262 91 91 (Admin.)
Tel: (02) 6262 9 1 92 (Youth)
Email: admin @ actwriters.org.au
Web: www.actwriters.org.au
Booranga Writers' Centre
Wagga Wagga Writers Writers
Locked Bag 588
Charles Sturt University
Wagga Wagga NSW 2678
Tel/Fax: (02) 6933 2688
Email: booranga@ csu.edu.au
Web: www.csu.edu.au/faculty
/arts/humss/booranga/index

Central West Writers' Centre
Upstairs, Orange City Library
Byng St
Orange NSW 2800
PO Box E 1 56
Orange NSW 2800
Tel: (02) 6393 8 1 25
Fax: (02) 6393 81 00
Email: writing @ netwit.net.au
Web: www.netwit.net.au/-writing
Down South Writers' Centre
4 Queen St
Busselton WA 6280
PO Box 251
Busselton WA 6280
Tel/Fax: (08) 9752 1 356

1 02

Hunter Region Writers' Centre
246 Parry St
Newcastle West NSW 2302
PO Box 71
Hamilton NSW 2303
Tel: (02) 4940 0003
Fax: (02) 4962 3959
Email: thehwc @ dingloblue.net.au
Web: www.mockfrog.com/hwc
Katharine Susannah Pritchard
Writers' Centre
1 1 Old York Rd
Greenmount WA 6056
Tel: (08) 9294 1 872
Fax: (03) 9294 1 372
Email: kspf@ iinet.net.au
Web: www.kspf.iinet.net.au

NSW Writers' Centre
I rina Dunn
Rozelle Hospital Grounds
Balmain Rd
Rozelle NSW 2039
PO Box 1 056
Rozelle NSW 2039
Tel: (02) 9555 9757
Fax: (02) 981 8 1 327
Email: nswwc @ ozemail.com.au
Web: www.nswwriterscentre.org.au
Northern Rivers Writers' Centre
PO Box 1 846
Byron Bay NSW 2481
Tel: (02) 6685 51 1 5
Fax: (02) 6685 5 1 66
Email: nrwc @ nrwc.org.au
Web: www.nrwc.org.au

1 03

NT Writers' Centre Inc.
Robyn Waite
G PO Box 2255
Darwin NT 0801
Tel: (08) 8941 2651
Fax: (08) 8941 21 1 5
Email: ntwriter@ octa4.net.au
Web: www.ntwriters.com.au

Queensland Writers' Centre
Hilary Beaton
Level 2, 1 09 Edward St
Brisbane OLD 4000
Tel: (07) 3839 1 243
Fax: (07) 3839 1 245
Email: qldwriters @qwc.asn.au
Web: www.qwc.asn.au

Peter Cowan Writers' Centre
Edith Cowan University
Joondalup WA 6027
PO Box 239
Joondalup WA 691 9
Tel/Fax: (08) 9301 2282
Email: nwacowan @ iinet.net.au
Web: www.geocities.com/pcwcentre

South Australian Writers' Centre
Barbara Weisner
1 87 Rundle St
Adelaide SA 5000
PO Box 43
Rundle Mall
Adelaide SA 5000
Tel: (08) 8223 7662
Fax: (08) 8232 3994
Email: sawriters @ sawriters.on.net
Web: www.sawriters.on.net
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South Coast Writers' Centre

Top Floor, 93 Crown St
Wollongong NSW 2500
PO Box 32
Wollongong East NSW 2520
Tel/Fax: (02) 4228 01 5 1
Email: scwc @ 1 earth.net
Web: www. 1 earth.net/-scwc

Tasmanian Writers' Centre
Joe Sugden
1 st Floor, 77 Salamanca PI
Hobart TAS 7000
Tel/Fax: (03) 6224 0029
Email: admin @ tasmanianwriters.org
Web: www.tasmanianwriters.org
Varuna-The Writers' House
1 41 Cascade St
Katoomba NSW 2780
Tel: (02) 4782 5674
Fax: (02) 4782 6220
Email: varuna @ varuna.com.au
Web: www.varuna.com. au

Victorian Writers' Centre
Joel Becker
Meatmarket Arts House
42 Courtney St
North Melbourne VIC 3051
Tel: (03) 9326 461 9
Fax: (03) 9326 4974
Email: info @ writers-centre.org
Web: www.writers-centre.org
WA State Literature Centre
Rob Finlayson
Fremantle Arts Centre
1 Finnerty Street
Fremantle WA 61 60
PO Box 891
Fremantle WA 61 60
Tel : (08) 9432 9559
Fax: (08) 9430 661 3
Email: slo @ fremantle.wa.gov.au
Web: www.writerswritingwa.org
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